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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1966

Young Father Of Three Killed n Viet Nam
•

Paratrooper Predicted
He Would Not Get Back

Rape Trial Ends With
Death For Five Men

Mrs. Barbara Collier. 18-year- son to grant it."
old wife of a soldier serving in In one of two letters which
Viet Nam had just stepped out arrived at the home on MonFoster's white employer, a
of thz door od ber home at 1025 day, Spec. Collier told his wife
hog farmer in Cordova, took
N. Second st., last Wednesday, that he had "been 21 for the
the stand and testified that on
headed to the post office to last twelve hours. And now we
the night the two girls were atmail her husband a transistor won't have to have other people
tacked on a dirt road in Fraytape recorder he had request- sign for the things we get." His
ser, the youth had helped him
ed, when she saw a Western birthday was on Feb. 12.
on
his
garbage
collecting
Union messenger coming up
In the box she had mailed
rounds and returned to Cordova
the sidewalk with a yellow en- for his
Lawyers for the defendants
birthday, she said were
to help him feed the animals.
velope
in his hand.
cans of sardines, hot sauce to
were stunned when the jury exI The young wife and-mother of put on the C-rations
It was contended that after
ceeded the demands of the
to make
three small children was in- them tastier,
prosecution's request that only Foster had finished his chores,
a camera, and
formed that her husband, Spe- some other
items to make life
two of the men be sentenced to returned home and cleaned
cialist Fourth class William F. more
bearable away from
die as the ring-leaders, and himself up, he would not have
Collier, Sr., had been "severely home.
others be given 99-year-terms. had time to travel the 26 miles
wounded" when hit by hostile
to the assault scene of the atAsst. Atty. General Jewett
small arms fire while on com- The soldier told his wife that
tack.
"we are guarding the big guns,
Miller had demanded that
bat operations.
The message included such the artillery, from the Viet
Despite his denial, one of the I
Charles Hunter, 26, of 500 Tilldetails as the wounds were in Cong, and will be in this place
man, Apt. 4, and Franklin victim's said she was certain
the right shoulder and the spi- until April 8."
Wright, 18, of 354 Scott, be giv- that Foster participated in the
nal cord; assured the best medi- LEARNED TO PRAV
mass rape, because he assaulten the electric chair.
cal treatment that his country "When he first went over
was
twice
able
and
she
ed
her
The jury, however, added
could provide for him, and the there, he would write back and
to recall certain features about
Mous Harris, 21, of 86 Henry;
hospital to which all messages ask that everybody pray for
head.
the
shape
of
his
Earl Foster, 18, of Cordova,
him. Later on he wrote, 'I
should be sent.
The victims, who are now 15
and Garfield Houston, 27, of
Mrs. Collier's package is still didn't know how to pray, but
Collierville, to the condemned and 16, told the court and jury
wrapped, for the message which I have learned now.
that they were in the car with
list.
came two days later informed l "For a while he was worried
her that her husband died early, because he had not received a
Given the 99-year terms were their young escorts when the
last Friday morning and his letter from his mdther, who is
Elester Benton, 20; Edgar Wil- accused young men ran up and
body was being shipped back to living in Chicago, but a few
liams , Jr., 20; tand Andrew broke out the windows of the
Memphis for burial.
days ago he said that he had
Pearson, 17, all of Collierville. car and then held their dates
16th VICTIM
heard from her and that he
Freed were Johnny Green, at bay with a knife and a bayotwo were repeatThe young widow was the six- was satisfied," Mrs. Collier re17, of Collierville, and Amos net, while the
iteenth nearest of kin in Shel- called.
Rossville, edly attacked.
Lee Marshall
by County to lose a husband. Spec. Collier met his
All of the defendants took
Tenn.
wife
YOUNG WIDOW AND CHILDREN — Mrs. Barbara Collier,
Nictim. From left are Patricia Yvette, three; William Jr.,
sfiognhtoinrgb
. rother in the Viet Nam when the two of them were stuthe stand and denied any part
18-year-old wife of Spec. 4th Class William F. Collier, Sr.,
'One man, whose car was sup- in the crime.
two; and Mrs. Collier holding Tracy, who was born Dec. 3,
dents at Manassas High school,
was informed last Friday that her husband had died
posed to have been used in the
as the father was on furlough before going overseas. The
Mrs. Collier said her husband and they were married shortly
of wounds received on Feb. 16 in Viet Nam, and here she
assault, was found not guilty The jury which convicted the
soldier was wounded four days after his 21st birthday.
was here on leave when their after he entered the
Army. She
and the three children are seen with photographs of the
about two weeks before the eight included 10 whites and
(Withers Photo)
third child was born on Dec. will have her nineteenth
birthtwo Negroes, one of whom was
trial ended.
and after the baby was day on April 20,
foreman of the jury.
brought home, her husband, In addition to the baby, TraThe death penalty for two of
who was preparing to go toley, there is the oldest child, Pathe accused came as a surprise Judge Preston Battle set
Viet Nam at the time, held the trice Yvette, three, and William
to courtroom spectators who March 18 to hear motions for
youngster in his arms and said, Floyd, Jr., who is just past his
had followed the evidence from new trials already asked by de"This is one child that's not second birthday.
fense lawyers.
day-to-day.
going to remember his father." Before joining the Army, he
Most of the accused were
Ulous Harris contended that
"He seemed to have had a lived with his great-aunt and
A 28-year-old employee of an half of water until it began to
he had been in jail at the time represented by the Public Depremonition
that something was uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
exterminating company mayl boil, and then poured it down on! Under a bill passed in 1965 ister by the March deadline going to happen to
of the crime, and could not fender's office.
him," she Kemp at 1024 N. Dunlap st.,
officially
known
date,
will
Congress,
have
to
wait
by
until
lose his eyesight as a result of the head of the victim. •
said on Monday. "He gave a- who had reared him since he
a scalding he received last Sun- Insp. Zachary said Mr. Cox as "Health Insurance for the next October to apply, and such way all of his things,
suits, was six-months old.
day night following an argument received second degree burns Aged," but popularly referred a delay can result in the loss shoes and other clothing,
and HAPPY AS LARK
persons
of
thousands
all
"Medicare,"
of
dollars
in
to
as
hoswith his wife.
on his head shoulders and the
said that he would never have Mr. Kemp had no idea that
Homicide Insp. N. E. Zacha- upper parts of his body, and over the age of 65 will be elig pital care.
any more use for them."
the soldier did not expect to
ry said that Walter James Cox'that his eyes were injured at ble to receive such hospital. In addition to the health in- His assignment in Viet
Nam return from Viet Nam.
Julyurance,
s
the
person
over
65 can
care when it is started in
of 2179 Eldridge, and his wife,'the same time.
; join a supplementary medical! was his second trip overseas. "He was happy as a lark," he
Mrs. Martha Floyd Cox, had a: The victim was carried to 1966.
He served for 13 months in Ko- said, "and seemed to be glad he
family "spat" about 11:30, and,John Gaston hospital, where he' But in order to be eligible at insurance program to help pay rea, Mrs. Collier said, and
re- was going over there."
the
cost of physicians' and surAt the time that she quit, she that Mr. Cox decided to sleep remained on Monday in fair the earliest possible date, per-;
A former Memphis woman
turned to the United States in Mrs. Collier said that arIgeons'
service
for
a
fee
of
three
sons must contact the Social Seannouncer, who left here for had gained the highest rating on the couch in the living room., condition.
December of 1964.
rangements for the military fuWhile he was sleeping, Mrs. Mrs. Cox was arrested and curity office no later than dollars a month.
Detroit almost three years ago for any daytime radio program
SIGNED FOR FOUR
•
neral and burial have been
Persons
who
have
elderly
assault
with
charged
been
1966.
kitchen
went
March
into the
31.
and has
Cox
"He had always wanted to be made with Southern Funeral
for a similar position viith in the Detroit area.
relatives
living
with
them
and
Those persons who do not regWCIIB in the Motor City, has According to the Michigan heated about a gallon and a to murder.
_
living alone are urged to en- a paratrooper," she said, "and home, and that National Cemeresigned because of a disagree- "Chronicle," Mrs. Steinberg's
courage those who have not a- after he signed up for four tery would be the site of the
ment with its management.
vailed themselves of such cov- more years, he was sent from burial.
resignation was sent to officials
erage 'to do so without delay. Fort Sill to Fort Benning where One of Mrs. Collier's relatives
Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg, of the station after she had
Many of the persons needing he won his wings and was sent described the soldier as one
who was known to her Detroit failed to make an appearance
such
coverage are at the point to Fort Campbell, Ky., his last who never seemed to have a
listening audience as "Martha at i lounge as replacement for
where they do not remember station before going overseas. serious moment.
Jean, The Queen," resigned a disc jockey, William "Buttersuch important details, and "After the baby was born," "He was juat like a young boy."
from the station on Feb. 10, in ball" Crane, who had been firwill need to be reminded to Mrs. Collier said, "he asked for she said. "You never would
a letter to officials of the sta- ed after the station had receivmail
in the cards or to give an extension of his leave, but have known that he was almost
Federfrom
the
complaints
ed
tion.
proof
of age to the Social Se- the Army said there was no rea- 21 years of age."
al Communications Commission
Mrs. Steinberg was employcurity office.
about the "vulgar language"
ed with Radio Station WDIA
broadcasts.
on
he
used
from 1954 until 1963, when she
accepted a position with the The station manager said
station in Detroit.
that Mrs. Steinberg then called
and said that she had become
ill and that her physician had
ordered her to stop work for a
few days.
With a successful Religious
Emphasis Week just ended,
I Station officials said that
' •
LeMoyne College is now obMrs. Steinberg had been in the
serving Negro History Week.
hospital on several occasions
A newspaper advertisement Featured speaker during
the
L snd had been advised to take
•
sold Mrs. Arlene ,Patton of 672 current observance is Dr.
Hugh
an indefinite leave until she reMarechalneil st. on -the idea of M. Gloster, dean of faculty
and
covered.
buying a new television set chairman of the
communica
thel
regarding
from
an
appliance
store
near
An argument
Among the outstanding events
tions center at Hampton Instithe Binghampton community re- tute.
hauling of some bricks from at which she had failed to apcently.
Arkansas to Memphis brought pear were the station's ChristBut the attitude of a salesman Dr. Gloster, a native Memon the city's third murder for, mas show and a parade at the
who
identified himself as "Mr. phian and a graduate of Le1966.
State Fair.
Green,"
she said, made her give Moyne when it was a junior colFatally stabbed in his home When a reporter called at her
intentions
of doing busi- lege, will speak Friday mornup
all
last Sunday about 6:25 was Cor- home in Detroit, one of her
ness
with
the
Scott
Appliance ing, Feb. 25, at 10:30 a.m. in
nelius Ilollway, 52, of 776 Ho- three daughters. informed him
Bruce Hall on "The Civil Rights
store at 2923 Poplar ave.
bart st.
that she was not in to anyMrs. Patton said that she Revolution and the Predomicalled the store and asked a- nantly Negro College." •
Police said that the victim one."
bout a television set that she The Negro History Week obgot into an argument with Sam The Chronicle reported that
had seen advertised, and when servance is sponsored by Le
Burns, 6, of 2344 Park ave., a- Mrs. Steinberg at first refused
she gave her name the man Moyne's social science departbout the hauling of bricks foram to answer her phone, and later
seemed reluctant to use the ment and the college centennial,
LePanto, Ark., and some money had it disconnected.
courtesy title of "Mrs.," and decade committee. Howard E.
which one of the two was sup- 1Mrs. Haley Bell, a WCHB ofDR. H. M. GLOSTER
insisted on later calling her Sims, associate professor in the
posed to have owed the other ficial, in commenting on the
"Arlene."
fer some work.
department, is coordinating the'panel Thursday morning on
resignation of the disc jockeyThe following day, she said, week of activity.
"The Image of the Negro in
As the two men began to commentator, said "We feel
student
called
her home and The observance was schedson of 400 Foote 'Park, sixth grade
the man
ESSAY FINALISTS—Two Georgia ElemenAmerican Literature." An
struggle with each other, Burns that we have been very fair to
of Mrs. Jereldine Taylor; Mrs. Harriett asked to speak with "Arlene uled to begin Wednesday morn- alumni-student
tan, students were among the 12 finalists
tea honoring Dr.
pulled a knife and stabbed Hol- her and have lived up to every
Patton."
Pippin. who was in charge of school's confrom amonk 5,000 who wrote essays during, Feb. 23, at the 10:30 chapel Gloster is slated for Thursday
loway.
agreement vie' have made with
She said that she explained hour with Dean Lionel Arnold
test; and Jesse Andrews, son of Mr. and
ing the recent Crime Prevention Week, and
obtain
Full details of the murder her. If she feels she can
to the salesman that she called addressing students and facul- afternoon, 3:45 to 4:45, in the
Latham.
Apt.
904
Andrews
of
Jesse
Mrs
presented
awards
with
seen
they
are
here
certainlibrary.
had not been received on Mon- better employment we
Si, a fifth grade pupil of Mrs. itteater D. him "Mr. Green," because she ty.
by the principal Mrs. Othella S. Shannon
Negro History Week exhibits
with
familiar
terms
on
agas
not
day, and the case was still un- ly wish her the best of luck
ellkt
Oates.
American Literature students
on behalf of the PTA. From left are Larry
der investigation, Insp. N. E. and will give her the highest
were
conduct
scheduled to
a
See LeMOYNE, Page
See NO Page 2
Johnsen. son of Mr. and Mrs. Wash John recommendations."
Zachary said.
- After a trial lasting some 31
days, including six required to
get a jury of 12 qualified, five
men accused of raping two
teenage white girls on Nov. 14,
1964, were given the death penalty, while three others were
sentenced to 99 years in prison, and the two others freed.

possibly have been involved.

Woman Scalds Husband;
Man May Lose His _Eyes

Deadline To Sign For
Medicare Is March 31

'Martha Sean' Resigns
DJ Post In Detroit

.d
City Has ThuHomicide In
Stabbing Deatn

•

LeMoyne Observing
No 'Mrs.' Means
Negro History Week
No Business
For TV Store

Buy Tickets Now To BROADWAY THEATRICAL EXTRAVAGANZA, Bruce Hall, Mar. 1
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Array Of Hats Seen
At Hanley's Hat Show

Malcolm X Slain Year Ago;
Murder Trial Still Goes On

The Hanley. Elementary, of winning hata welt: 1st
By STANLEY S. SCOTT
against them.
Peter L. F. Sabbatino, HaSchool's Annual Hat Show and Place, Milady's No. 1; 2ad
gan's
defense lawyer, contends
place,
Lyilan's
No.
7;
and
3rd
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Onei One of the three, Norman 31
Chicken Dinner was finally pre-1
that
client is the victim of
his
sented after a postponement place, VanPelt's No. 2.
year ago Monday a terrifyini I Butler, U, of New York, spends
Mrs. Lucille Hifi A thel
"mob
identificati
on."
due to bad weather. The theme,
time
his
court
reading
in
the
school's PTA president, and volley of gunfire tore out the
carefully chosen because of the
World
Almanac
sketching
and
life of racist leader Malcolm
Sabbatino assails testimony
nearness to St. Valentine's Day Mrs. Beulah M. Williams is the
pictures of his eourt-appointed
principal.
that Hagan was a member of
Little, the 39-Year-old bearded defense lawyer.
and the newness of the year,
the Black Muslims along with
was "Sweetheart Hats of '66."
Black Nationalist known to milThomas 15 X Johnson, 29, al- Butle: and Johnson.
The selection of the array of
lions as Malcolm X.
so of New York, has maintainhats came from such designers
He charges thpt Hagan was
In a Manhattan courtroom, ed a facial mixture of smiles
and participants as Unis of
a victim of erroneous identifithree alleged assassins are on and deep shock whenever a wit- cation when he was shot in the
Memphis, Lyllyan's Hat Shop,
ness advances to the defense
Lowenstein's, Mrs Louise Van.
trial, charged with firing 19
left thigh by a Malcolm X setable and accuses him of firing
Pelt, Mrs. Judy Eiland, Mimissiles into his body in a "precurity guard while attempting
two
blasts
sawed-off
from
a
lady's, Mrs. Lydia Bennet. and
arranged" plot as about 400
to
flee the Audubon ballroom.
shotgun into Melcolm's chest.
Mrs. Aurelia Miller.
spectators looked on Feb. 21,
He
keeps
a
guarded
smile
for
Once a protege of self-styled
All hats emphasize(' the new
1965.
Black Muslim "brothers" at.
look and color for the coming NEW YORK — More than,
zation of Afro-Anierican unity.
season. Hats, possessing beauty half the states in the union The six-week-old first degree tending the trial.
Muhammad,
and simplicity, ranged from the passed anti-bias laws in 1964 murder trial is marked by a The third defendant, 22-year- prophet Elijah
shiny straws to the versatile d 1965, the American Jewish tight security guard and a old Thomas Hagan of Patter- Malcolm broke away from the
methodical search of all spectafurs.
Congress reported.
son, N. J., shies away from Muslim sect more than a year
entering the 84-seat courttors
More
laws covering discrimiModeling their top pieces were
Johnson and Butler, possibly before his death to form his
such personalities at Mrs. Eliza- nation in employment, educa- room on the 13th floor of the for good reasons.
own splinter group, the organibeth Williams, Mrs. Billye C. tion, housing and public ac- criminal courts building.
Davis, Mrs. Hattie Mangum,,commodations were enacted by Mild-mannered
supreme
Mrs. Delores Walker, and Mr. more states in those years than court Justice Charles
Marks at
In any previous two-year pc.
Green.
the outset of the trial, ordered
nod,
the
organization
's fifth that three guards be seated diMrs. Joan Golden was the
narrato
and Mr. Noble H. biennial survey of state anti- rectly behind the defendants.
Owens was the judge for the discrimination legislation noted.
showing of hats. His selection During 1964 and 1965, 31 states The security measures have
adopted 67 new anti-bias laws, been taken to guard against
compared with the previous i possible retaliation by Malcolm
record of 26 states enacting 49'X sympathizers.
anti-discrimination statutes in
Prosecuting Atty. Vincent J.
1962 and 1963, AJC said.
Dermody has called more than
Howard
M.
Squadron,
Continued From Page 1
chairman of the AJC's commission 20 witnesses, including some
him to call him anything else, on law and social action, said who have testified they saw the
and that since he did not care that a "significant develop- defendants inside the upper
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Reenough about her business to ment" during this period was Manhattan Audubon Ballroom
"SCLC has no intention of
speak to her in a similar man- the enactment of procedures at 166th St. and Broadway, fir- ports in the white press that
ending the drive there until that
ner, he could forget about the aimed at "punishing
ing
shots
into Malcolm's body. this city's voter registration
offenders
date.
sale.
rather than conciliating com- Dermody has pointed the fin- drive has been called off by
She said that the individual plainants "
ger of guilt at the three alleged
"With this newly acquired
the Southern Christian Leader- voting power in the Negro comthen stated, ''l don't call any
Black Muslim followers.
nigger woman Mrs."
ship Conference were vehement- munity, mi.ny white segregaIn ordering the stringent se•
A short while after the conly denied by Julius Griffin, tionist politicians for the first
catty measures, Marks possiversation, she said he called
time will feel the power of the
-biy was attempting to avoid a SCLC's public relations direc- Negro vote.
the house, and without asking
repeat of a violent courtroom tor.
for anyone in particular, said,
Continued From Page 1
"We are aware of the tensions
outburst that occurred in Chi"You are a damn nigger, will
Speaking from Atlanta, Grif- this has caused. We are also
always be a damn nigger, and have been stationed in the lob- cago.
fin said, in fact, that "We are aware of attempts being made
by of Brownlee Hall and in the
I don't want your business."
intensifying
In
our efforts there." by the white power structure to
that
incident
some
200
Contacted on Monday, Mr. Hollis F. Price Library.
Martin
Dr.
Luther King, Jr., divide the Negro community
Black
Muslims stormed a courtGreen said that the problem Dr. Gloster, founder and forpresident,
SCLC
has proclaimed arid therefore dissipate this votroom
while
one
of
their
memwas brought on by Mrs. Patton mer president of the College
the
Feb.
week
of
2-March 6 as ing strength.
bers
was
on trial. Before the
wanting him to put "Mrs." 011 Language Association, was a
"Freedom
Week" in Jefferson
"Significantly, this drive will
the contract, when the store Fulbright professor at Hiroshi- melee was over, one patrolman
does not use anything but the ma University in Japan from was dead and 11 had been in- County, in which Birmingham place Birmingham second only
jured. Two of the Muslims were is located.
to Atlanta and Fulton County in
person's name.
1953 to 1955.
shot in the clash and 40 were
He denied that he used the lie
taught
at LeMoyne,
A United Press Internationall the number of registered Negro
offensive word "nigger," but Morthouse College in Atlanta, sent to prison.
dispatch from Birmingham, voters in a major metropolitan
area in the South."
would not give his first name. Atlanta University and at Wash- The
three neatly dressed de- written by Alvin Benn, had
"I am just a salesman," he ington Square College of New
quoted
an unnamed SCLC
fendants here appear calm and
According to the UPI report,
said, "and my name hasn't got York University before going
unmoved as the damaging evi- spokesman as saying SCLC,carried in many newspapers
anything to do with it.''
to Hampton.
dence continues to pile up "apparently is reaiy to pack its across the country, the unbags and leave town becausei named SCLC spo'.:esman delocal Negroes won't help in its nounced the Negro chairman of
voter registration drive."
the city's Heart Fund CamAccording to the UP. story, Paign for not permitting his
SCLC lashed out at the Negro canvassers to carry SCLC litercommunity "for not wanting to ature concerning voter registrahelp register the city's unreg• tion.
istered Negroes."

31 More
States
Ban Bias

Birmingham
Vote Drive
till On: SCLC

No 'Mrs.' Means

No Payment 'Til June '66
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Old Taylor Presents:Ingenious Americans

Denying the allegations, Griffin explained that there have
been "numerous attempts by
the pres-, and the white power'
structure in Birmingham to dis-,
credit one of the most signifiin, WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
cant voter registration drives
Birmingham and surrounding President Johnson named a 12.
National
Advisory
Jefferson County.
member
Council on Correctional Man"Hosea Williaen.„ of SCLC,
since Dec. 22, is responsible for power and Training.
adding more than 30,000 new The council will advise on
names to the registration rolls.
Our drive there is scheduled to grants for a national study of
end around March 15, the dead- personnel and training needs
line for voters to qualify for the'among correctional workers, In.
May primary.
stitutions and programs.

LBJ Names 12Man Advise Unit

DAISY
The Pawnbroker
is"Undoubtedly
onc of the.
finest motion
pictures in
many years..:'

a.

Starts SAT. FEB 26

RAMON'S SPECIALS! I
60LBS

is"A shockingly
good film...
superbly
directed...
flawlessly
acted."

Benjamin Banneker (1731-1806)

While still a very young man, living on
his father's farm in Maryland, Benjamin
Banneker was the marvel of the neighborhood. People in far away countries
heard about the boy who could "remember everything".
As he grew older, each of Banneker's
achievements overshadowed his last. In
1761 he built the first clock of wood ever
made in America. It kept perfect time,
striking every hour for over twenty years.
Some time later, Banneker accurately
predicted a solar eclipse in 1789.
Next he began writitv almanacs, then
the most comprehensive form of scientific information. He sent a copy of one
to Thomas Jefferson, and the two men
struck up a warm acquaintance. Manuscripts of their correspondence have
been preserved.

But the most distinguished honor bestowed upon Benjamin Banneker was
the invitation to serve on a committee
appointed by President Washington.The
assignment: Define the boundaries of the
city of Washington, design and lay out
its streets. When the chairman, Major
L'Enfant,suddenly resigned his position
and shipped off to France, he took all
the layout plans with him. But Banneker's prodigious mind was able to reproduce them from memory!
Banneker lived out his latter years
peacefully on his farm, where he was
sought out by distinguished men of science and art. The physical design of
Washington,D.C.,stands today as a living monument to Benjamin Banneker:
mathematician, astronomer, architect...
American genius.
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•20 LBS. STEAK
•20 LBS. ROAST
•10 LBS. CHICKEN
HENS or FRYERS
•10 LBS. GROUND BEEF

$3895

ONLY $2.50 PER WEEK

U.S.D.A. Choice or Good BEEF SIDES
U.S.D.A. Choice F.190.A,gfiffilINDS

Lb.
Lb.

49c
59c

No Money Down-6 Months to Pay
6 LB. LIMIT

Round Steak Lb.13c
Sirlon
„ 85'
Lb.

Sirlon Tip

79'
Lb. 8.5c
Lb 89c

Rolled Rib

Lb

Pikes Peaks
Rump

3 1-1-. $1.19
PATTIES
5". Sex $2.35

93C

Aged
Boneless Roasts

I•I.
•

HAMBURGER

10 LB. LIMIT

Lb

89c

BOX STEAKS

Blade Cut

Chuck

L

Chuck

L I.

English Cut

Chuck

Lb.

8-12 1.1). Ready to Eat

Bacon Wrapped HAMS
Chopped Sirloin Fresh Ground
10-8 OZ. STEAKS CHUCK

$3.95
Sirloin Top
Club
10-8 OZ. STEAKS

55.25

39'
49'
59'

h.

Center Cut

Lb.

65'

.

Lb. 65c
Lb. 39c

Fresh Small

HENS

cut
PORK CHOPS Lb.19'
Center

Center Cut

.,

HAM

•

Lb.

98'

ALL MEAT FULLY GUARANTEED
CHECK OUR HOME FOOD FREEZER PLAN — WE HONOR
FOOD STAMPS

RAMON'S MEAT MARKET
PR ICES Good Feb. 24 thru March 2, 1966

OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY,86 PROOF, THE CLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT & LOUISVTLLE, KY.

•

Consists of:

T. Bone

'22250.

ASSORTED ORDER

The Pawnbroker

fl r, a sena

Without him,the White House might
not be on Pennsylvania Avenue

Net
WEIGHT

"THE PAWNBROKER"
starring Rod Steiger, Brock Peters, Thelma Oliver,
and Juano Hernandez
ADULTS ONLY!
Adthission $.75

• Clevoland at Poplar

• Crosstown

FILL YOUR PREIZER-6 MONTHS TO PAY

• 276-3655
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Physics Prof Named
Fisk Viccee President

HOWE & KNOTT

MS

NASHVILLE — Dr. James R. years. The money has been
designated "development funds"
di Lawson, chairman of
the de- for both physical
and instrucpartment of physics at Fisk tional
facilities of the school.
• University, has been named
acting vice president of the uni- Lachlan Reed, Fisk board of
trust member, is chairman of
versity, Dr. Stephen J. Wright, the development
campaign. An
president, announced.
official of Honeywell manufacThe appointment was made. turing firm, he is working
Dr. Wright said, in order to closely with Dr. Wright in planallow the president the neces- ning the national drive.
sary time for the centennial A 1935
graduate of Fisk, Dr.
...development program and, at Lawson holds the
M.S. and Ph..0the same time, provide for the D. degrees from
the University
'administration of the internal of Michigan. He
has been proaffairs of the university.
fessor and physics department
Fisk launched a program this chairman at Fisk since 1957.
•
‘year in honor of its 100th anni- Dr. Lawson will "act
for the
versary to raise $17 million president in cases
of extended
over a period of the next few absence from the campus
or
by specifications at other
times,'' Dr. Wright said.
A native of Louisville, Dr.
Lawson, 50, formerly was professor of physics and department chairman at Tennessee
A&I State university.' He has
held teaching positions at Saint
Augustine college, and Southern and Langston universities.
He has done extensive research in the field of infrared
spectroscopy.

••••••••.
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PLAY WIN PLACE SHOW

GRAND
PRIZE

$12,000

HAWAII

Stephens Coeds School Holds Annual Ball
Spend Week On
High.
Owen Campus

The Annual Coronation Cere- Clard Baker as Mr. Sr d
mony of Mt. Pisgah High School Elementary, and Barbara Shotwas held recently with the well and Donald Rogers as Mr.
The new acting vice president
crowning of Carrie Louise Pin- and Miss Jr.
First alterand Mrs. Lawson are the parson as Miss Mt. Pisgah, and nates to Mr. Mt. Pisgah and
ents of four children: ElizaCliff Henderson as Mr. Mt. Pis- Miss Mt. Pisgah were Barbara
beth, a student at St. Vincent
gah.
Fleming and Harold Farris.
Two
exchange
students
from
de Paul School; Jim, a Fisk
junior; Ronald, a teacher at Stephens college, Columbia, Also sharing the spotlight All members of the Royal
Cameron High School here; and Mo., returned home last Friday were Beryl Harris and John Court received gifts.
Mrs. Daryly L. Miller, wife of after a one-week stay at Owen Henry Winfrey as Mr and Mrs. Mr. S. C. Harris is the prinDr. Russell Miller, a medical college.
Tiny Tot, Lue Ida Walls and cipal.
Miss Judy LaMontagne of
intern at the University of
Manchester. Vt., and Miss CaDR. J. R. LAWSON
'Michigan.
thy Johnson of Bloomington,
Ind., both freshmen, made the
trip to Memphis in a Deputation
Program initiated this year by
the American Baptist Convention.
While in Memphis, the girls
visited classrooms and talked
▪
Robert M. Ratcliffe, public Jashville, Tenn , and Mrs. C. with administrators concerning
rsle
the operation of Owen college.
relations direcor and alumni Delmar
Williams, fourth, of Making the
trip to Memphis
'executive secretary for Lm- New York City.
at the same time were three
Moyne College, was elected
-.41
.Weata9g
Charlotte, N C. will be site upper classmen from Stephens
- third vice president .of the Na- of
who visited LeMoyne under the
the conference next year.
86 PROOF
same program.
"tiona' Alumni Council of the
4111
...United Negro College Fund at Other Memphians attending Two Owen college students are
L t„
the UNCF conference in Cleve- to be guests of Stephens college
▪ he organization's 20th annual land
Low, Isiares.LeR"
some
time
during
the month of
were Miss Gloria Cope•vis.ke-owen•
aconference just ended in Cleve-Land, a senior and LeMoyne
's March.
Filand, Ohio.
'Miss UNCF'; Lonnie F. Briscoe, president of LeMoyne's
Mr. Ratcliffe also coordi- national alumni
BIKE SAFETY
association;
nates tbe annual United Neg Mrs. Letitia
L. Poston, treasur- Presentation of bicycle safety
College Fund campaign in the er of
LeMoyne's national alum- achievement awards
4
by the
Memphis area.
ni association; Miss Eunice Cook County Traffic
Safety
Atty. Donald L. Hollowell of Carruthers, vice president of Commission to su burban
the
LeMoyne
Club
in Memphis, schools that passed the bicycle
Atlanta, Ga. was elected presicent. Other vice presidents;and Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, training program was anounc• elected were Oliver G. Taylor, member of the executive corn-j ed this week by Seymour Simon,
Jr., first, of Hampton, Va.: W. mittee of LeAyne's national president of the Cook County
, Dickerson Donnally, second, of alumni association.
!Board of Commissioners.

.-r.PR Director Gets Post
UNCF Alumni Council

FREE
All Exponsos Paid
7 DAY TRIP
(for 2) TO

IN CASH
PRIZES

ADMIRING TROPHY —Admiring a trophy won by former sec- Prevention Poster contest, are Williams. Mr. W. C. Cox is the
ond grader Terron Wright, son from left to right, Mrs. Anna principal of Chicago
Park
of Mr. and Mrs. Thonids Coop- Smith, Mrs. Roberta Jones, Mrs School from nhich Tenon was
er for Ids entrance in the Fire Gloria Brown, and Mrs. Eunice transferr
ed.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
MANY $100 00 WIN PRIZES
MANY $25 OD PLACE PRIZES
MANY $2 00 SHOW PRIZES
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS

Erfl'iuc

HERE'S HOW TO WIN

TrA0

Win•Floc••Show is a Hopi, & Knott Contest which
onyon• 18 y•ers of ag• or older may play and win, we:
c•ist Hogu• & Knott •rneloy•ss, their famili••
and
their adv•rtising agency.
There will b• a rs•w gam. •viiry week with the winning
ad oetlinating irl th• Cemm•rcial Appeal and PressScimitar •achi wedn•sday. Pick up your IBM cards
Lk, the on•s shown at •ny Hogue & Knott Super
Marko. No purchps• is n•c•ssory.
-Jo qualify in ony cot•gory, plac• your cords
on top
•1 th• winning cords shown in each week's ad. If all
th• holes in your cord match ••actly with the corresponding block dots printed on th• winning card, 'aturn to your Hoou• & Knott Sup•r Marko and collect
your prize. Th• vitrification as to this outhiinticity of
ti's winning card is at th• sole discretion
of Hogu• &
Knott. If you bend, fold or altar your cards in any
way they or• invalid.
No Forced Purchase Cr' ,
00 . . (lower than discount)...W•
ti-Vight to limit quantities
None sold to deoler s . . .prices good thru next
Tuesday.

fo,

•
•
•
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Leath PTA To'Miss
Meet Wed.

Leath Elementary School's
PTA will have its first meeting
of 1966 on Wednesday night,
Feb. 23, in the school cafetoriurn.
Two of the school's volunteer
workers, Mrs. Julia Atkins and
Mrs. Marvin Pinsell, will be
guest speakers.
As an added feature, several
, numbers from the oncoming
. talent show will be presented
by the students.
Mrs. Jerry Wells is PTA
president, and Miss Charlsye
Heard principal of the school.

Tan' Pageant
To Be Held In Dallas

The second annual Miss Tan
America Pageant will be held
in Dallas the week of June 610. The eliminations and SemiFinals are scheduled for June
7-9 at the Stotler Hilton Hotel.
The National Finals will take
place Friday night, June 10th

CiFttaAPA STUDIOS
^AM KAPH I 41,1-111NNI.

ORGANS • PIANOS

Shannon PTA
: Holds Meet
; The PTA of Shannon

Elemenschool held a meeting on
• • tary
• Monday, Feb. 21 at the school
- .
.
- auditorium.
Mrs. Arilla Miller is president of the the PTA, and S.
W. Helm principal.

TEETHING PAIN
New liquid ORA-JEL safely ends teeth.
Ins pain. Just apply, pain 'flies away.*
Recommended by many
Pediatricians, works fast...
results guaranteed or
money back. Also available
in jell.
a
-a)

SALES•SERVICE•RENTALS
Phon•
682-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.

'BANK TELLER TRAINEES

ora-jel

Ads Be Your Guide

*1965

ruber

APPLIANCE & FURNITURE CO.
Call

ER 6-2751

Appion.

He.
Payments
$ 12.00
S 23.70

1348 Poplar Ave.

-Cr32021=CCL ;
CCIMCI2C=

MATTRESSES
Matching Springs

3-ROOM OUTFIT

$28"

ONLY.. .
$23
0

5

NO MONEY DOWN
First Poynter
In April
•

Automatic Washer
• Waft/ T•000/0011 S.1.(tOf
• eerostele Wise Tee
• ticknive Wsw•Actien Ag;tator
• S intik Water Rinses
• seem Sele Dry
• Slew Trensmossies Warranty

11•61-4101 1002

66 MONROE

$250

Per lied

REFRIGERATOR

Automatically Washes - Rinses and Spin Dries

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE

72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

ONLY

$2
25
Per Week

ROOM SUITE
$7995

PIECE LIVING

$ 3 PIECE BEDROOM SUITE

OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!

FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED

State Savings Bank

Awn,

13 cu. ff.

Per Week

$ 34.50

le Wise! Choose

FREE Home Trial
LOW EASY
PAYMENTS

NORGE
Foisur C.44st Held, •7 Lbs.
W4itlk CORI Tray
Full Wielt13 Pore•14.•
5...1.$4 le 11•1444,414.01
34•41, 34 15..
6-Yr. Warr44ty on Golden
Compressor and

NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

.3 45.50
56.20
$110.82

PORTABLE
TELEVISION

20 Years Serving You — We Want Your Business
NO MONEY DOWN - lit PAYMENT IN APRIL
_

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

60 Flat Monthly Payments

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Let.TRI
:STATE DEFENDER

The rule is that straight Bourbon must be aged 2 years. Many
Bourbons settle for 4 years. Some for 6. But Kentucky
Tavern holds oat for 8 full years. When Bourbon a‘or is at
its peak. In fact ae think 8 year old Kentucky Tavern is
the only Bourbon old enough—and smooth ensegh to drink.

8

Solve Your Problems
With a Small, Low Cost
Roal Istato Loan

Yet(
GetS 500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

6 CONVEN INT LOCATIONS

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

YEAR OLD
KENTUCKY TAVERN
IS AN OLD SMOOTHIE

CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

NEED MONEY?

Cosh

at the Dallas Memorial Auditorium.
The Miss Tan America Pageant is open to girls between
the ages of 18 - 25. The young
ladies are judged on talent,
poise, beauty, and personality.
The winners from the local
"Miss Tan" Pageants held
throughout the nation will compete for the title of "Miss Tan
America - 1966-67," and for a
college scholarship, recording
contract, modeling assignments,
and personal appearances.
The winner will be crowned
by the reigning "Miss Tan
America," Willie Mae Johnson,
of Washington, D.C. Miss Johnson is now attending Grambling
College in Louisiana on the
four year scholarship she rereceived as the winner of last
year's pageant.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

NO MONEY DOWN
1st Payment
In April

'99"

$7995
NORGE
WRINGER
WASHER
Pftr Week

SUITE 876

527-5508

•••

••••
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Brownsville Pastor To
Give Men's Day Sermon

""••11111111111111111.11

The Annual Men's Day will A native of Haywood County,
be celebrated at St. Jonh Bap. Tenn., Rev. Caldwell was gradfist church at 640 Vance ave. uated from Merry High school
an Sunday, Feb. 27, and the in Jackson. and Lane college,
guest speaker at the Men's where he earned his bachelor
Day program at 3 p.m. will be of arts degree.
Rev. V. J. Caldwell, pastor of
After two years in the milithe Woodlawn Baptist church in tary service, he was employBrownsville.
ed as an instructor of music
Accompanying Rev. Caldwell and social studies at Miles
will be the church choir and High school at Union City,
members of his congregation. iTenn., a position he still holds.
i Rev. Caldwell received his
'master of arts degree from
Teachers' college of Columbia
university in New York City in
1957, and accepted a call to the
ministry of the gospel in July
1960. In April 1962, he became
pastor of First Baptist Church in
Dresden. In August of the same
year he accepted a call to become pastor of Woodlawn Baptist in Brownsville.

MEMPHIS

Osie Lewis is chairman of
Men's Day, and Robert Wallace assistant chairman.
Rev. A. McEwen Williams is
Ipastor of the church.

Memorial Fund Set Up
For Mrs. Essie Perry

Visitor Speaks At
Chapel Service

LONG CAGE

!NOTICE!

Rev. H. H. Battle, pastor of
MEREDITH, N.H. — (UPI)— First Baptist Church in ChattaBelknap College has claimed the nooga, was the guest speaker
record for the world's longest for the chapel services at Owen
basketball game. Two five-man College on Wednesday, Feb. 23.
squads of students played for
34 consecutive hours over the Rev. Battle was in Memphis
weekend, pausing only for five for the Mid-Winter Session of
l minute food breaks each hour. the Tennessee Baptist MissionBert Bates, w h o Introduced t h e guest 1Team B walloped team A 2.8135- ary and Education Convention
held at Olivet Baptist Church.
speaker; Governor Clement, and Dr. A. E. 2,400.
Campbell, pastor o f Columbus Baptist
gill•11191rna•OWSIESON•lia•O•NOMOS 011i
church and president of the Tennessee Regu▪
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
lar Baptist Missionary and Education Con•
vention. The affair was sponsored by t h e
Cony ention

BAPTIST BANQUET — Nearly 500 persons
were present for the State Banquet and
annual Community Service Recognition
Night held in the Hotel Claridge recently
with Governor Frank G. Clement as the
guest speaker. From left are Dr. W. tierbert Brewster, pastor of East Trigg Baptist
church, who was master of ceremonies;
-

The public is invited to attend all services during Men's
Day.

Revival In Progress
In New
-Great ChicagoA, Soul-Sa% lug

Baptist Auxiliary O'Dell Dotson
Leader To Speak ,Visits Bellevue

and;
'
Back-to-God" revival is now in
Metropolitan Baptist Church'
t M • tivee Mdodana O'Dell Dotson, a member of 'progress at the New Chicago:'
ill
Arbouin, president of the Wo. Collins Chapel CME church, Church of God in Christ at 1137:
man's Auxiliary to the Pro- was a guest at the morning Louisville ave., and the publicø
gressive National Baptist Con- service of Bellevue Baptist is invited.
vention during a program to be church on Sunday, Feb. 13.
Services with Elder George
held Sunday afternoon, Feb. 27, Mr. Dotson reported that he T. Flagg as the evangelist start
at 3.
received the same hospitality nightly at 7.
Mrs. Arbouin, who lives at accorded to other guests, and
Elder E. E. Dickerson is pas-*
Elmhurst, N.Y., will be honored was seated by the ushers.
of the church.
tor
during a reception given for her The sermon was delivered by
lb.
25,
in
the
right,
on Friday
Dr. Ramsey Pollard, the pashome of Rev. and Mrs. S. A. tor.
Owen at 761 Walker Ave., between 7:30 and 9:30 P.M.
The public is invited to
the
Sunday afternoon program.

HOTEL
CLARIDOE

Rev. and Mrs. Caldwell are
the parents of three children.

REV. V. J. CALDWELL
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CAR WASH $

a E ftPC1IVP

Men's Day At St. Civil Service Lists New
Applications to compete in at race, creed, color,
James AME Mar.6 Civil
Service examination for origin.

Job

•
•
•
•

•
•
of-1 •
•

or national

Nnvember

29 1 965

Sat nr Sun. $t 25
Sat Open 8 A M te 6 P M
Sun Open 8 A.M to 2 P lil

25•

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

•
is
•
il
•
a
"
a

the position of LABORER The job includes cleaning
Men's Day will be observed (cleaner) are being accepted fices, corridors and
other spa-I •
3100 Summer at Baltic
at St. James AME church at by the Board of U. S. Civil ces.
niemsaa•sommaa•••••immiumse
600 N. Fourth St. on Sunday, Service Examiners, Naval Air
March 6, and the public is 'in- Station (88), atepiphis, Tenn.
The hourly pay rates are:
JACKSON — Mrs. Essie M. the Year" at St. Paul CME
vited.
$1.84. 1st step; $1.92, 2nd step;
Golden Perry, noted educator Church, where she served as
and member of the faculty of president of the Anderson The guest speaker during the and $3.00, 3rd step.
Lane College for 26 years, died Circle. Mrs. Perry was also af- morning worship hour will be Competition in this examinafiliated with the Jackson Links,
tion is restricted by law to
in Jackson, on Feb. 9.
Inc., the New Idea Club, the Dr. H. Ralph Jackson, a gener- persons entitled to veteran pre•
A 'member of the Education City Federation of Woman's al officer of the African Metho- ference as long as such persons
Department, she was director Clubs and the NAACP.
dist Episcopal church and for- are available. Applications will
of Student Teaching at the time
not be accepted from persons
Her many friends in Michi- mer pastor of St. Andrew AME not entitled to veterans preof her death.
gan drew up a resolution in her church.
ference. All qualified applicants
The daughter of the late Mr. behalf and presented Lane Colconsideration for
and Mrs. Joseph H. Atwater, lege $500 in cash and pledges The speaker for the after- will receive
regard to
without
employment
of Jackson, she was married to establishing the Essie M. Gold- noon meeting at 3 will be JoAlexander H. Golden, who died en Memorial Fund, which has seph W. Westbrook, supervisor
in 1937. They were the parents since grown to $nia.
of secondary education for the ARF!
of Mrs. Elizabeth Hortense
Memphis City Schools, and a ELIZABETH, N.J. — (UPI)—
Golden Canady of Lansing,
member of Mt. Moriah Baptist Thieves broke into the home of
Mich., and Dr. Howard Atwater
'Andrew Bara, but made off
church.
Golden of Atlanta, Ga.
with only one family treasure
Rev. H. L. Starks is pastor
the Bara's watchdog SnoopIn 1950, she became the wife
of the church. J. W. Clark is ee. The pooch was later found
of Sidney L. Perry, Sr., who
chairman of the Men's Day tied to a fence post three blocks
survives her.
services.
away.
Mrs. Perry served as National
Alumni Association secretary,
and the position took her to
• UNDER PRICE
OF HOME
many parts of the country where
DELIVERED
alumni reside. She was vice
WO(
president of the National Alumni Council of the United Negro
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
College Fund at the time of her
death and a member of the
American Association of College
and University Professors.

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

Moil In Your News
Stories To The

Tri-State'
Defender
236 south Wellington

Post Office Box 311

We will be happy to
publish It for yes
"Free Of Any
charges.

FREE

FOR YOU

TODAY!

SAVE 8C*

DINNERWARE OF THE WEEK

San;

Among the citations awarded
her were Lane College 25 LANE EDUCATOR DIES —
a teaching career
Years of Efficient Service, the A ft er
Clara Mass Foundation as Ex- spanning more than 26 years,
cellent Teacher, West Tennes- Mrs. Essie M. Golden Perry,
see Education Congress for 15 died in Jackson, Tenn. on Feb.
years service, Beta Chi Chap- 9. Here, she is seen almost one
ter of Delta Sigma Theta Sor- month to the day of her death,
ority for 22 years service, Lane as she accepted the "Delta
College National Alumni Associ- Woman of the Year" award
ation for "efficient service." from the Jackson Alumnae
and "Delta Woman of the Chapter of the Delta Sigma TheYear" by the Jackson alumnae ta Sorority. A Memorial Fund
has been established for Mrs.
chapter of the sorority
Perry and donations may be
She was named "Mother of sent to Lane College.
•

MILK
MIDWEST
AT
STORE

WEDGWOOD &CO.. LTD

YOUR FOOD

5 CART -HOME SAVINGS!

of% JaeDESSERT DISH
IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND

GO BY BUS

FREE!

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

•

WITH $5 PURCHASE AND
COUPON FROM MAILER

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

The telephone directory
is everybody's who's who
of people and businesses.
It's got hundreds of names,
addresses,
and telephone nurmers.
It's right at hand when you
need it.
Each new edition is de ivered
right to your door.

New Subscription Order

mus

4s
-pa
iencd
e
p
alllatchee seexttiriang

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50

./

completer pieces you need at
amazing savings

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

TO

(What else gives you so much information so easily?)

1

Zone No

Street Address
State

City

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

4,000 EXTRA
QUALITY STAMPS
With coupons & purchases in your Big Star
moiler. Redeem each and every voluable
coupon. It only takes 1200 Quality Stamps to
fill a saver book, so be sure and redeem your
coupons. Second week coupons expire
Fourth week coupon good thru March 1, 1966.

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

Southern Bell
•

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Makes What Yost Ask For AN,
Creates What You Think or

•
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Toledo Pastor
To Speak At
Owen College
!

Rev. Vincent Brown, pastor
of Third Baptist Church in Toledo, Ohio, will be the guest
speaker for Religious Elm:dusts Week at Owen College from
March 13-16.
The theme for the observance will be "What Are We
Waiting For?" the topic being
used by other Baptist-supported
colleges and universities during
1988.
ftev. Brown received his
bachelor of arts degree from
Oberlin college in Ohio, and a
master of arts degree from
City University of New York.
He has been a state &radar
of youth for the American Baptist Convention and was pastor
of Second Baptist Church in
Sacramento, Calif.
While a student at Oberlin,
he served as assistant pastor of
Mt. Zion Baptist church.

LINCOLN HONOR STUDENTS — Students at Lincoln Elementary school
who made the honor roll for the first semester were photographed with the
principal during a recent visit of the photographer to the school, and stand

ing at extreme left on the front row is the principal, Bennie Batts. (McChriston Photo)

Whites Chapel School

Shelby Social Club
Holds Installation
The Shelby Social Club had
its installation of officers recently at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Perkins of 1363'
Ridgeway. The guest speaker
was Mrs. Margret Williams.

New York Young People's Conference.

TEENS AND FASHIONS
•
Girls seen wearing the latest
She is the 1-1A teacher and re- Annie Patton, a school patron fashions are Gloria Lee, Estell
VISITORS
sides at 1221 Norma Rd
and member of the Darwin Tisdel, Rita Bond, Alice AlexThe school had the following
Also guests of the club were:
ander and Rita Finley.
Church of God in Christ.
STUDENTS
OF
WEEK
Mrs Lucille Carr, Mr and Mrs.
person to visit during the
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Liberia's Economy

•f

A Liberian workers' strike at
the Firestone rubber plantation
has brought forth sharp criticism from quarters usually
sympathetic with the aspirations of the first independent
and free republic on the African
continent. While rubber is a
major factor in Liberia's economy, it has been a source of
much foreign exploitation.
The workers' pay is ridiculously low, even by African
standards. The natives, whose
toil and sweat transform the
rubber trees into a highly profitable product, are smart
enough to realize they are being exploited. They now know
that their compensation is in
marked disproportion to the international scale of pay for
comparable labor. Since the
Firestone Company has refused
their demand for pay raises,
they have employed the dsual
weapon at labor's command
— the strike.
The company's argument is
tenuous at best. It- says in effect that to grant the plantation workers' request would
cause similar increases to be
exacted from other areas of employment and thus Unbalance
Liberia's national economy.
Firestone has never shown
great concern for Liberia's
economy in the past. What,
then, has prompted this reversal of attitude?

Firestone's friends in the
United States, who are wedded
to the theory of free enterprise,
find it convenient to direct
their criticism at the government of Liberia for its failure
to avert' what appears to be a
depression. They forget that no
country is free from adverse
econoinic cycles. Countries far
more industrialized, far wealthier in the production and consumption of goods than Liberia,
experience periodic economic•
set backs.
For years, Liberia has shown
unusual generosity in its contractual relations with Firestone. This generosity has never
been on an equal reciprocal
scale. In other words, the Fir.Rstone Company has got more
out of Liberia than Liberia has
got out of it.
Liberia has been the best
model of American democacy
and culture on the continent of
Africa, the one country in the
world that has shown consistent respect and affection for
the American political and intellectual orientation. Its present chief executive, President
Tubman, is an able, far-sighted
administrator. He has strained
every sinew to keep his country's political philosphy on the
same wave length as America's.
His government deserves encouragement, rather than difficulties dumped into its path.

Virginia Poll Tax
A ray of light is penetrating
the dense fog of race prejudice
in the State of Virginia. Repeal of the poll tax, a device used
to keep the Negro masses
from the ballot box, got an unexpected boost as 25 of 40 state
senators signed a petition calling for favorable committee action on the proposal.
The poll tax repeal proposal
came before the powerful Senate Privileges and Elections
Committee, which deferred action after receiving the senators' petition and holding a
brief hearing during which no
poll tax supporters came to its
defense.
Never before-has there been
such a show of strength for poll
tax repeal.. Witt the tax already outlawed for federal
elections, use of the $1.50 levy
for state and local elections is
currently being challenged before the Supreme Court by the
Department of Justice.
This, argued repeal pro. poneas at the hearing, is pre-

L..-

cisely why Virginia should act
now and, in the words of one
witness, "steal the thunder
from the Supreme Court." The
repeal petition would substitute
an annual voter registration
for the poll tax requirement.
The proposal's chances are
believed to be excellent in the
opinion of those familiar with
Southern mores and politics.
Since the Supreme Court reapportionment mandate — which
Virginia found it unwise to
challenge o n
constitutional
grounds — the state legislature's composition is causing
many harsh and antiquated traditions to be jettisoned. It is on
this basis that the poll tax may
no longer be an impediment to
the exercise of voting rights by
' rural Virginia Negro citizens.
If the petition for repeal is
approved, the battle for voting
rights will have been won without federal court action — and
Virginia will have returned to
the Union.

By
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Because the subject is so complex as well as so vital, I want
to continue to share my
thoughts relating td the Chicago ghetto, why we came here
and what we seek to accomplish
here.
Before we moved into Chicago for a "no nonsense" confrontation with the enemy - the
slum ghetto - the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference staff had been working
here, trying to apply SCLC nonviolent philosophy to the problem.
Their work has been concerned with strengthening community organizations and recruiting new forces to join in a nonviolent movement, but they also have given a great deal of
thought to the crystallization
and definition of the problem in
terms which can be communicated to the man on the street.
The Chicago problem is simply' a matter of economic exploitation. Every condition exists simply because someone
profits by its existence.
A slum is any area which is
exploited by the community at
large or an area where free
trade and exchange of culture
and resources is not allowed to
exist. In a slum, people do not
reteive comparable care and
services for the amount of rent
paid on a dwelling.
They are forced to purchase
property at inflated real estate
value. They pay taxes, but their
children do not receive an equitable share of those taxes in educational, recreational and civic
services.
They may leave the community and acquire professional
training, skills, or crafts, but
seldom are they able to find
employment opportunities commensurate with these skills. And
in the rare occasions when they
do, opportunities for advancement and promotion are
restricted.
This means that in proportion to the labor. money and intellect which the slum pours into the community at large, only
a small portion is received in
return benefit*. The Rev. James
Bevel and our Chicago staff
have come to see this as a sys-

tern of internal colonialism.
This situation is true only for
Negroes. A neighborhood of
Polish citizens might live together in a given geographic
area, but that geographic area
enters into free exchange with
the community at large; and at
any time services in that area
deteriorate, the citizens are
free to move to other areas
where standards of health, education and employment are
maintained.
As we define and interpret
the dynamics of the slum, we
see the total pattern of economic exploitation under which Negroes suffer in Chicago and
other northern cities.
$266 per year is the average
investment for the education of
each Negro child. Per white pupil it is $366 in Chicago. Suburban communities spend anywhere from $450 to $900 per
pupil annually. Hence, slum education is designed to perpetuate the inferior status of slum
children.
Building trades unions bar
Negroes from many employment aopportunities which could
easily be learned by persons
N%ith limited academic training.
Real estate boards restrict
the supply of housing available
In Negroes to the result that
Negro families pay an average
$20 per month more in rent and
receive fewer services than persons in other neighborhoods.
Banks and mortgage companies charge higher interest rates
4nd, in many instances, even refuse to finance real estate in
slum communities and transitional communities, making the
area easy prey for loan sharks.
Slum landlords find a most
lucrative return on a minimum
investment due to inefficient
enforcement of city building
codes as well as inadequate
building codes, ow-crowding
and a tax structure on slum
property which means the more
you let the building run down,
the less you pr.v in taxes.
The welfare system contributes to the breakdown of family life by making it more difficult to obtain money if the
father is in the household and
See PrIge 7

William Buckley, tile darling
of the intellectual, conservative
Republican right, editor of the
National Review, master of the
spoken sneer and the snide observation, went up against Negro author Louis Lomax on television, a few nights ago, and got
soundly whupped.
I do not mean whipped. I do
not mean beaten. I do not mean
defeated. I mean that Louis Lomax, God bless him, gave Bill
Buckley a good, old-fashioned,
merciless, woodshed whuppin'.
And it couldn't have happened to a more deserving guy.
Buckley has been tearing
around the country, high, wide
and unrestrained.
He was one of the high priests
behind the Barry Goldwater
candidacy for the Presidency.
He applauded those very ideas
of Goldwater which would have
set the national clock back several centuries.
He wept verbally for those
poor mistreated gestapo police
in Selma who whipped the heads
of Negroes on television.
He slurred Dr. Martin Luther
King on several occasions.
He swears there isn't a bigoted bone in his body, but he echoes and re-echoes the tired party
line'of all those who would retard the course of Negro freedom.
As a result, when the 'announcement was made that
Buckley would go up against
Louis Lomax on the conjecture
of whether the civil rights
movement is going in the wrong

directidn, there was widespread
interest. Buckley has a reputation for using his large eyes,
his versatile-toned voice and
even his slim hips to massacre
anyone who attempts to challenge his erudition.
He called all these into play in
the debate with Lomax, but to
no avail.
Lomax was what the kids call
"Cool." He was unafraid of his
formidable foe. He was prepared
on his subject. He was witty,
clever and indeed, eloquent. So
effective was he, in fact, that
Buckley did not even attempt
to prove or argue for the propopitions he, Buckley, had laid
down at the beginning of the
debate.
He spent his second slot of
time, trying to cast scorn on Lomax. He recklessly abandoned
that pixie charm and grimacing
smile with which he has delighted many.
He was an angry man who
knew he bad been defeated and
acted as it he knew it. The audience knew it too. For, as the
proceedings unwound, the level
of applause for Buckley dwindled and the approval of Lomax
crescendoed.
Lomax had
one gracious \
statement to make with regard
to his opponent.
He is not, Lomax conceded.
anti-Negro.
He is simply anti-people.
May Bill Buckley- rest in peace
and may Louis Lomax live forever.
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Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN
On January 1, 1968, Medicare
was in full swing and I was interested in reporting a case history.
My subject was an elderly
man whoin I followed into the
nine-story solid (no windows)
building surmounted by a huge
sign, "MEDICARE" lighted in
gold and fifteen feet high.
The patient entered the lobby
and was directed by a beauteous
young lady to follow the line on
the floor to the elevator and get
out on the second floor. I showed my credentials and the beauteous young lady permitted me
to follow the patient.
We got out on the second
floor and we were directed to
follow another single line which
soon broke into a number of
lines leading to closed doors
marked thusly: "Appendicitis,"
"Stroke," "Heart," "Cancer,"
"Prostate," and a few other
doors with other designations.
The patient's difficulty was
"Heart," and I followed him
through that door. And then we
followed another line leading to
another elevator. A sign directed
us to the third floor.
On the third floor we found
a yellow line which soon divided
into two lines, leading to doors,
one marked, "Male," the dther,
"Female."
Of course, we entered the
door marked "Male" and the
same yellow line directed us to
the fourth floor where blue lines
led to doors marked, "Catholics," "Protestants," "Jews."
The patient being a Protestant I followed him through the
"Protestant" door and we were

immediately directed by the
same blue line to an elevator
which took us to the fifth floor
where a yellow line divided
again into two lines, leading to
doors marked "White", "Colored."
We entered the door marked
"White" and we were directed
to the sixth floor by way of the
elevator and the same blue line.
On the sixth floor the single
line again divided and led into
the lines marked "Taxpayer"
and "Non-taxpayer."
Since my friend had a small
equity in a house he entered the
door marked "Taxpayer" and
was directed by the single line
to an elevator and the seventh
floor.
Here a single line divided into
two lines and led to doors marked "Married," "Single." Since
he was married he entered that
door and we were again directed' to follow the line to the elevator and this time to the eighth
floor. Here we were faced with
the familiar line leading to two
doors marked "Democrat," "Republican."
Since the subject of my case
history was a Republican, he
rntered that door and fell eight
rfloors to the pavement of the
alley.
•• •
THE MEANING OF "SCHOOL"
A school is a place or institution for teaching and learning.
Underneath this defination in
every ilandard dictionary is
another definition: School is a
large number of fish of the
same kind swimming together
in the same direction.
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! verdicts against segregation in
he chose to follow — and en- victories.
questionably better off econom- In 1936, Marshall joined the housing, education, transports(ion and voter registration.
ically. But he chose to defend NAACP's legal staff on a salthe rights of others.
ary of $2,600 a year and rose "His monument is a series of
to
the position of chief legal landmark decisions that have
As special counsel for the
weakened and toppled state
officer at $18,000 snowily.
A graduate of Howard uniNAACP,
devoted so
versity's School of Law, Mar- much timeMarshall
and energy to plead- On the basis of his ability,
shall is a man of boundless
ing the cause of restricted It is believed that he could well
energy, endowed with a sharp,
minorities before the bar of have earned $100,000 annually,
penetrating mind. As a result
justice, that he was soon tab- hatl,he maintained private pracof these personal qualities he is
bed •Mr. Civil Rights.' In the tice outside the civil rights
destined to be successful in any
ords of a contemporary, realm.
phase of the legal profession
Judge William 11. ilastie, When asked if giving up his
"Marshall has been more in- post on the Circuit Court of
strumental than any other man Appeals for the Solicitor Genin professionalizing the area of eralship was a difficult dethe law dealing with civil rights, cision Marshall said:
and certainly no other lawyer
and practically no member of "Hell, yes! You mentioned
tion and often demonstrate the bench has his grasp of the the security and the pay cut.
particular contempt
for doctrine of civil rights law." But what of the two establishments? I'm not about to move
poor Negroes, so that they
Marshall's victories in courts my family from Morningside
are deprived of any sense of all degrees throughout the Gardens and I've got to live
of human dignity and the nation have opened new
down there, coming home only
THURGOOD MARSHALL
on weekends when I can."
status of citizenship.
of opportunity for thousands,
The established political and increased the earning pow. In' his post as Solicitor Gen- laws supporting segregation.
His impact is indicated by the
system deprives Negroes Cr of many affected by these eral, Marshall is not only con- cases in the last
term than any
cerned
with
civil
rights
but
also
of political power and decisions.
fact
that
the
NAACP
had more
with many other major issues.
through patronage a n d But above all, through his The controversial matter of re- other institution except the
pressure robs the com- labors, and the work of others apportionment is just one of Federal Government."

, in courts of all degrees throughout the nation, was named by
Lawyer
President Lyndon B. Johnson
as U. S. Solicitor General on
July 14, 1965.

oted
The Department of Housing Department of Housing and Urand Urban Development, ban Development, Region III,
through its Atlanta Regional 645 Peachtree-Seventh Bldg., ANNISTON, Ale. — (UPI) — I
Office, is announcing a Civil Atlanta, George 30323, or the The brother of a Negro fatalService Examination for Urban Civil Service Regional Office, ly wounded by nightriders last
Renewal Representative to fill 240 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, July, died Sunday from stab
vacancies within the region. Georgia 30303.
wounds allegedly inflicted by
A lawyer since 1933, and
The examination is for posihis wife, authorities said Mon- identified with the NAACP since
tions at the GS-9 - 12 level with
1938, Thurgood Marshall, who
day.
a salary range of $7479 to $10,has won innumerable victories
Officials said they were hold619 per annum. Grade and salary level will be determined by
ing Willie Ester Brewster, 38,
the level and scope of the apon an open charge in connecplicant's experience and traintion with the stabbing of her
ing.
husband.
The Department of Housing
Police said Nathaniel Brew. Continued From Page 6
anti Urban Development is the
ster was stabbed once in the
newest Executive Department
back and once in the chest'subjects families to a de
of the Federal Government. It
— James Sunday and died before reachcame into existence on Novem- NEW YORK
humanized existence.
ber 9, 1965. The new Depart- Farmer said Sunday Mayor ing the hospital.
proposed
Lindsay's
civNathaniel
Brewster's
V.
brother,
John
ment has primary concern for
Federal housing agenthe housing and community de- ilian-controlled police review Willie, was shot to death July
civilian 15 as he returned from work. cies will not insure loans
have
a
should
board
velopment needs of the Nation.
investigate charges His friends said he was not
The Secretary, Robert C. Weax- arm to
for purchasing real estate
against the policemen.
connected with any civil rights
er, is a member of the Presiin Negro communities and
"We simply do not feel that movement.
dent's Cabinet.
make little or no money
the police department can in- - A white man, Hubert
Damon
Urban Renewal Representa- vestigate itself," said Farmer,
for financing any
available
tives are key personnel in the who steps down soon as head Strange, was convicted of sechousing
or renolow-cost
ond
degree
murder
last
Deurban renewal program. They of the Congress of Racial Equalcember
in
the
case
and
senhousing.
present
vation
of
provide the continuing contact ity (COREl to direct a new cointenced to 10 years in prison.
between the Department and Inunity action program.
The courts are organizurban communities, and assist)The issue of a civilian-coned as tools of the economic
and advise these communities trolled police review board, a
in the elimination of slums and major plank in the successful
structure and political maurban blight. This involves con- city hall campaign by Lindsay
chine.
Many judges are posiderable contact with civic last November, has already relitical
appointees and subleaders, public groups, a n d stilted in .the ouster of Police
local agencies.
ject to political influence.
Commissioner Vincent L. Broderick. effective Monday.
The position of Urban ReThe Friendship Baptist
Police are little more
newal Representative offers ex- Farmer's comments, made in 'Church Correspondent Committhan
"enforcers" of the
cellent career opportunities for an interview with United Press'tee will present Omar RobinInternational
which
was
released
present
system of exploitathose interested in urban reson, Jr.,d the Douglassh
newal or corn inunity develop- Sunday, was the first indication school chorus in a musical conment who have had progress- that Negro civil rights groups cert on Sunday, March 6, at 3
ively responsible administra- would press for a review board
tive, managerial, or technical dominated more by civilians ! The concert is an annual
than that proposed by Lindsay.
experience in the fields.
benefit affair sponsored by the
Farmer denied that his pro- Correspondent Committee to
Interested individuals should posals necessarily implied that
apply by filing an application members of minority grouts assist young people in the
I community who are interested
under the Urban Renewal Rep- mistrust policemen.
resentative Examination An- Ile said the New York board ' in Christian education.
nouncement No. AT-168-1 (66). "ought to be a genuinely inde- , The public is invited to the
pendent civilian review board,1 musical to be held at the
For further information about i not a part of the Police Depart- Ichurch located at 1335 Vollenthis examination, contact the ment, and thus not responsible tine.
executive secretary, Board of to the commissioner and under ! T. K. Suggs is chairman of
U.S. Civil Service Examiners, I his domination and control"
1 the program, and Rev. W. A.
Suggs pastor of the church.

Held In Ala.

A(as

munity of
voice.

its democratic like him, the United States is those. It is Marshall's opinion

In 1950, Marshall was presented the Robert S. Abbott
Memorial Award during the
Golden anniversary luncheon
celebration of the Chicago Defender.

Marshall's greatest victery
was the historical Supreme
Court decision of May 17, 1954,
holding racial segregation in
public schools unconstitutional.

The inscription on the award
stated: "For securing through
the courts of the United States
the full enjoyment, by all
Americans, of those basic human rights guaranteed to ev•
cry citizen by the Constitution
of our country. 'our achievement has helped make a reality
the dream of Robert S. Abbott,
founder of the Chicago Defender."

gradually approaching a realization of the ideals in human
relationship envisaged by the
The city adminiAration authors of our Constitution and
refuses to render adequate the Bill of Rights.
Marshall hailing from Baltiservices to the Negro com- more,
ran into racial discrimmunity. Street cleaning, ination as a youth. Ile attended
garbage collection and po- segregated schools in his home
lice protection are offered city and was then denied entry
at the then all.white University
minimally, if at all.
of Maryland, when he sought
to enroll in either the dental
There are two possible or
law schools. ,

Something new is in the
offing for the homemaker
who has been dethroned because she lost her touch at
fixing sandwiches. Have
you been made to feel a little guilty when the lunch
pail returns almost as full
as when it left? Has it
iawned on you the sandwiches might be too plain,
too dryorjust notappetizing enough to be eaten?
Perhaps I can help you get back on your
throne by placing a crown on your shelf ...
IMPERIAL MARGARINE . . . the "Crown
Jewel" of the margarine world. IMPERIAL is
the margarine that tastes like the "expensive
Spread," but costa so much less.
You can find it at your grocer's in the brilliant red. blue and gold carton. To me the blue
symbolizes the horizon reached by Lever
Brothers to assure satisfaction. The gold I
identify with pure golden corn oil and other
Vegetable oils and a flavor fit for a king. That
is why there is a crown on the IMPERIAL
MARGARINE packages.
So reach for one of the individually wrapped
quarter-pound bars of IMPERIAL MARGARINE. Once you do, you will not be just a sand*ieh maker, but "Her Majesty" who produces
lieJectable, palatable delicacies.

that all or virtually all, of the
cases he participated in as
chief legal officer of the NAACP have been disposed of by
this time.

A New York paper vividly
sums up "Mr. Civil Rights," as
follows:

ways to concentrate on the
problems of the slums; one Unfortunate as was this per- "Among his people Judge
sonal situation for Marshall, it
would be to focus on a 'sin- doubtlessly turned out to be Marshall has acquired the status of a folk hero. Ile has won
gle issue, but CCCO and fortuitous for American NeSCLC chose to concentrate groes; for Marshall later enall of our forces and move rolled at Iloward University
downtown and union a‘e.
in concert with a non-vio- and then fell under the influlent army on each and ence of the late and great
Charles Houston, an early NAevery issue.
ACP counsel.
Fashion specialists in sizes
We shall use the forces Before attending Howard.
it to 60 and 161/2 to 321
/
2
of churches, neighborhood Marshall graduated from Linunions, student
move- coln University (Pa.) .
fabulous Spring
ments, mass • meetings Following graduation from
neighborhood rallies, work- Howard as the leader of his
value!
Partisipant
shops and — if necessary class, Marshall began practicing
law
in
Baltimore
and
Switzerland—
(NPI
)
GENEVA,
!
— massive demonstrations was soon arguing the case of
Among the 30 U.S. clergymen
new walker
in our determined crusade a Negro who, like himself had
'attending the 10-day meeting of
Mrs.
—
INVESTORS
sought
entry
at
the
JOINS
University
of
the!
Central
committee
the
to overcome this insidious
ensemble
World Council of Churches,1 Muriel Patterson has joined the enemy — the ghetto slum. of Maryland and was refused.
Marshall made this case the
which opened last week, is Bish- investment firm of Brittenum
first of his many civil rights
op B. Julian Smith, Chicago, of and Associates Inc. with offices (ANP Feature)
the Christian Methodist Episco- in the Ogjethorpe building at
220 S. Wellington at. A registerpal church.
Important agenda items in- ed representative specializing
clude reports on relations with in mutual funds, investment sethe Roman Catholic church, curities, Mrs. Patterson, who
plans for the World Conference lives at 2024 Keltner Cl., Apt!
on Church and Society in Ge-'30, is one of the first five womneva, next July 12-26; nad the en in the state of Tennessee
fourth WCC assembly, to be to attain the qualifications for
the securities business. "Opportunities for success in this fascinating field are unlimited,"j
she said. Mrs. Patterson is thel
daughter of Mrs. Myrtle Smith,
well-known local beautician.

CSS

15.00
sizes 161
/
2 to 241,4
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I have just been reminiscing about how important that final touch was to my appearance
when I attended a recent Valentine's Day
luncheon. It was most reassuring to know that
I had a silent, favorite friend with me —
FINAL TOUCH. This is the fabriq softener
that contains Lumo-White, an excluiive whitener that keeps your clothes white, especially
those difficult-to-whiten miracle fabrics.
During the afternoon many enviable glances
were cast at my crisp white blouse,and I smiled
as I thought how fresh and bright FINAL
TOUCH kept all my clothes, even those dainty
"unmentionables." FINAL TOUCH is a luxury everyone can afford, and
once you try it, you won't want
to do without it.
You will enjoy new softness,
new whiteness, new ironing
ease. In addition. you'll find that
this fine new Lever Brothers
product removes the static that
causes your clothes to cling.
You would expect that only a
genius would be able to obtain
such results. But PINAL
TOUCH has easy-to-follow directions which tell you simply to
pour it in your final rinse ... in
either machine or hand washing.
•

•

•

crisply textured
rayon fashioned
into a most
flattering style—.
the walker
ensemble!...
pure white sheath
dress topped by
walking length
coal of bright navy
with white lapels
...the jacket is
)ined, the dress is
self-belted..
and the surprise is
the tiny price!
... in nary•andwhite only.

CRADW13443)
or,
How to Work Magic with
Mixed Drinks
5-aAs,;.

t

Hints for
Homemakers
sisss
INEZ KAISER
"Wisk away your cares and woes, there it goes,
there it goes; bye, bye, soil marks."
I was surprised to hear the lady
who helps me singing on laundry
day, until she informed me of her
wonderful discovery ... WISK.
"You see,"she chanted."it's liquid
... no waiting for WISK to dissolve like powdered detergents."
Well, a new song can form on
,the lips of all happy users of
WISK, for it is the heavy-duty
detergent that starts working instantlybecauseit is a liquid.Her dancing eyes and
glistening smile assured me that she was well
on her way to a day of "household happiness."
Why don't you, too, discover the miracle of
WISK and end scowling at the hard-to-clean
areas. You just pour WISK directls on heavily
soiled areas, add the remainder to the wash,
and then you are off to clean the rest of the
house. Yes, I said "the rest of the house," for
WISK is not to be restricted to the laundry.
No, no, far too much cleaning power for that!
As my singing lady learned, WISK cleans
walls, floors, cabinets, ranges and blinds, for
"WISK puts its strength where the dirt is,"
wherever it is. You see it's concentrated. Just
one-half cup of WISK equals one and one-half
cups of ordinary laundry powders.
So buy WISK with confidence, a LEVER
BROTHERS PRODUCT, unconditionally
guaranteed and sold by all grocers everywhere.

'Mr. Civil Rights'

Thurgood Marshall
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COMPLETES COURSES — Airman Third class Percy F. Jones,
Jr., now stationed in Honolulu,
Hawaii, recently completed spe-;
dal courses in communications
and marksmanship and was presented certificates for each. He
la the son of Rev. and Mrs.
Percy F. Jones, Sr., of 2428
Cable ave. and a honor graduate of Melrose High school. He
and members of his family are
members of Beulah Baptist
church, where he sang with the
youth choir.

Let "happiness in the home" be the byword for
every homemaker this month. For some this
may sound like an almost impossible task.
Faced with the dull routine of housework and
preparing the same ola- meals, it is no wonder
The senior missionary society
sonle of us find it difficult to maintain a degree
of New Salem M. B. Church
of sanity and yet keep the family happy.
presented a lecture with Dr.
Well, what I foresee is a change in the
weather. My forecast is for showers..."happi- Charles Dinkins, president ; of
ness showers." I predict that happiness showers Owen College, as guest spekkwill change foggy days to "reigning"days when er. The topic was "The Imyou introduce your family to MRS. BUTTER- portance of Evaluation."
WORTH'S, "'The Original Buttered Syrup."
The most important meal of the day is breakRev. Willie G. Williams is the
fast, yet it seems to be the hardest to persuade pagtor, Mrs. Lucille Brown is
the family to eat. But this will cease to be a the president, and Mrs. Geneva
chore when your menu includes
plenty of French toast, pancakes, Wells was program chairman.
wallies and cereals covered with
dclicious-tasting MRS. BUTPTA Gives Founders'
TERWORTH'S syrup.
Instead of the usual grouchy
children,there will be happy eager Day Program At BTW
eaters. Dad, too, will be anxious
to have something other than his
The Booker T. Washington
usual hasty bite. He will like its
High \ School PTA observed
original buttery taste.
Buy MRS. BUTTER - i Founder's Day ih a program
WORTH'S syrup,and make your
held in the school auditorium
house a house of happiness--dison Monday night, Feb. 21.
cover for yourself what Lever
Brothers has achieved through
Mrs. Edna H. Webb is presithis lip-smacking buttery and
dent
of the PTA and J. D.
mapley-flavored syrup.
Springer principal of t h e
school.

At New Salem Church'

OLD CR.OW
Famous,Smooth, Mellow
Minty 5,160,ia.
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NINO MINI MEI NI IMO NM III RIM MIR NI 111111 1111 11111 winner OTHELLA SHANNON, second CORA SMITH and SADIE proper vegetables, accompanied by champagne and topped
McCOY won third prize.
off with George Washington pie for dessert when she enterEnjoying the congenial evening were BERTHA JOHNSON, tained the SEMPER F1EDELES BRIDGE CLUB at her home
MATTIE WARD, BERNADINE HOLMES, MARY BRADLEY, on WOODLAWN Saturday nigkt.
BEECHER DOBBS, WARREN HAWKINS, LARSENIA CAIN,
Responding to the treatment prescribed by Dr. Brawner
DORA TODD and ARDENIA HERNDON.
were MAYDELLA REEVES, MABEL HUDSON and. JUANITA
QUEEN OF HEARTS is the name of the club and the host- ARNOLD, who each won colorful umbrellas for their skill at
ess was EMMA JEAN STOTTt3 who feted them at her QUINN bridge.
STREET abode. A formal dance is in the making for this group
Other "patients", who were thoroughly enjoying the eveof femmes.
ning were WILLIE T. JONES, GEORGIA DANCY, ARDENIA
Having a penchant for bridge Emma Jean chose to gift her HERNDON, ADELAIDE RANDLE, ARETTA POLK and BEL
by
winners with gifts to enhance their bridge parties. Vivacious THA RAY.
JUNE NEWBY of Salt Lake City, Utah and GERTRUDE
JOYCE WEDDINGTON who captured first prize will be sporting a new bridge set when the girls meet with her and GWEN- WALKER were the guests.
Hostesses to the PHI DELTA SORORITY when they met
told
that
this is
described
as
play
and
defend bridge and LILA DUMAS' third prize was jewelry. Saturday afternoon at the Four Way Grill were Miss and
•
"Grant us brotherhood, not only for this day but for all our DOLYN ISABEL'S second prize with a bridge game and we're Mesdames DOVIE BURNLEY, who was chairman; HELEN
years — a brotherhood not of words but of acts and deeds."
The guest prizes were the same as the club ones and the HOOKS and FRANKIE,CASH.
MRS. LUCILLE H. BREWER, presided and other memStephen Vincent Benet.
6A-ButI66 winners were ELMA MARDIS, EARUNE MOBLEY and ELSIE
bers
present were Misses and Mesdames HARRY MAE SIMClaiming widespread attention over the week-end was the MALUNDA.
ONS, CORNELIA SANDERS, DELORA THOMPSON, MILDRED
wedding of pretty MISS GILDA LEE, and JOHN FRANKLIN
Other members attending were DELLA ROBINSON, who CARVER and ANN WEATHERS.
HILL HI of Detroit. Michigan at the ST. THOMAS CATHOLIC is
the President; MARTHA WHITNEY, MARY FRANKLIN,
MRS. CAIN'S was the meeting place for the CO-ETTES
CHURCH. KATHY KELLEY and JUDEE METELEC, who're EVELYN
LEWIS, BARBZARA KNOWLES, MOLLIE Me- with ELAINE lilcCOLLINS as hostess. MRS. McCOLLINS, was
classmates of the bride at ST. CLAIR COLLEGE in CLINTON, CRIGHT,
LINDA ISABEL, DORIS BUCHANAN and JACKIE special guest and assisted her daughter in receiving.
IOWA, flew in to serve as bridesmaids. JOHN MILES, the best SMITH.
A vote of confidence was given CAROLYN BRIDGEFORTH,
man came from DETROIT for the ceremony. Among the other
The attire was casual, pretty -pants outfits when the OFA who is re,presenting Hamilton High in the NDCC contest Friday
out of town guests was MRS. GEORGE TURNER, a long time AFA
met Saturday night with MILDRED JORDAN at her home night at Melrose High. Looking pretty in their Sunday best
friend of the bride's family, who came from CLINTON, IOWA.
,on Ragan. Giving her mother an assist was 'YVONNE JORDAN. were MELANIE McWILLIAMS, President, CLARESE HOBWe'll have a more detailed account of the beautiful wedCrystal hors d'oeuvre trays were the coveted prizes and SON, Chairman of the Junior Board of Directors, SHARON
ding and reception in our next issue.
holding the upper hands were ETHEL TARPLEY, WALTERINE LEWIS, "Miss Co-Ette," JESSICA JOHNSON, MURIEL CURAnd now for our club meetings, you know the weekly
OUTLAW and JUANITA BRINKLEY.
RY, KATHY GRAHAM, JOYCE PARKER, PEGGY PRATER,
bridge sessions and socials.
Planning to have better hands at the next meeting are MARY LYNN MORRIS, PATRICIA SIMPSON, CHERI JOYCLEORA NEALE was hostess to the LaVOGUE BRIDGE MARIAN
GIBSON, ROSA ROBINSON, HARRIET
DAVIS, NER, SANDRA HOBSON, NANCY SIMS, MARSHA CHANDClub at MRS. CAIN'S and for prizes she gave linen — beauti- RUTH
BEAUCHAMP, ALMA BOOTH, LIL CAMPBELL, SAL- LER, JOHANNA SANDRIDGE, HARRIETT DAVIS, DENISE
ful floral sheets with matching pillow cases, bath towel sets
LIE BARTHOLOMEW and LEOIA GILLIAM.
SIMS, CAROL EARLS, VANETTE ISHMAEL and SHIRLEY
and finger tip towels.
ERNESTINE GUY was the scorekeeper.
LITTLE.
Prize winners snaring the very useful gifts, were first prize
CLARA BRAWNER prescribed roast leg of lamb, with the
Lending guidance to the "way out planning" were ANGELA
-------•

Society
Merry
I Go - Round
I

erma lee laws

FLOWERS, Advisor and yours truly, Sponsor.
The TR1-STATE SPORTSMEN'S CLUB treated their families to a bowling party, Sunday evening at the Rollaway Bowltrig Lanes. H. W. WALLACE is president of the men's group.
The J—U—G—S don't want to forget their annual charity
ball which is March 4, at the Sheraton-Peabody. MARIE BRADFORD is General Chairman of the ball.
LEONARD SHIELDS was General Chairman of the LeMOYNE ALUMNI DAY Committee a couple of Sundays ago
and other members of the committee were RIO RITA JACKSON,
ANN WEATHERS, EUNICE CARRUTHERS, LETITIA P05TON, MILLICENT EADE, and CHARLE P. ROLAND. ELMER
HENDERSON is President of the Memphis Club.
Appearing qn the program at the soiree held in the Commons were IRENE R. DAVIS, SQUASH CAMPBELL'S COMBO,
WILLIAM CROSS, ELLEN M. WILSON, ERMA JONES PERKINS, ESTHER PULLIAM, H.WINFIELD, ALFRED RUDD,
ELIZABETH D. ELROD, PEARL W. HINES, KENNETH
COLE, WILLIE E. HOSKINS, RUBY W. CARTER, ANNA LEE
MARTIN, THURMAN SYNDER, and J. W. WHITTAKER.
ZERNIA and JAKE PEACOCK and BERNICE and JAKE
BARBER motored up to Champaign, Illinois over the weekend where they attended the UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS and
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN basketball game. Their interest
was RICHARD JONES, whom Jake Peacock coached in junior
high and during part of his high school basketball career at
Lester. The Barbers are his guardians. Both couples are proud
of the very excellent record the University of Illinois sophomore is making.

HAVEN'T TRIED SMIRNOFF?
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?

Teacher Completes Work
For Cornell Doctorate
Mrs. Helen Robinson Nunn, While at Cornell, she was
' wife of Dr. K. H. Nunn, a Bly- elected to Pi Lambda Theta
theville, Ark., dentist, com- honor society.
pleted all of the requirements
Mrs. Nunn was graduated
for her doctor of philosophy degree at Cornell university at magna cum laude from ArkanIthaca, N.Y., on Feb. 2.
sas AM&N college at Pine
she received her
Mrs. Nunn is to receive her Bluff, where
degree and
science
spring
of
bachelor
Ph.D. degree during the
commencement exercises to be earnd her master of science de
held on June 13.
gree from Cornell.

Elomistosa
Members
Play Bridge

She is a member of Alpha
Kappa Mu Honor Society and
holds life membership in the
National Education, the American Teacher's, the American
Home Economics and American Vocational associations.

She has taught home econofor 14 years at Harrison
mics
The Elomistosa Social Club
school
in Blytheville.
High
the
at
meeting
held its monthly
home of Mrs. Pearlie Pugh. of
1926 Kendale Street.

After the meeting, the members played bridge fur prizes.
The 1st prize was won by Mrs.
Delcenia Lawshe, 2nd prize by
Mrs. Dorothy Ingram, and 3rd
prize by Mrs. Marilees Scotts.
Surprise gifts were presented to
Mrs. Katie McGuire and Mrs.
Mary Williams.
SPARK ALUMNI DAY — Here are some of the committee
members who organized and directed LeMoyue College's
annual Alumni Day. The occasion was a successful .soiree
held Sunday, February 13, in the college commons. Seated,
left to right: Miss Patricia Townsel, Mrs. Yvonne Acey, Leo-

nard Shields, general chairman, and Mrs. Susie Hightower.
Back row, left to right: Elmer L. Henderson, president of
the sponsoring LeMoyne Club of Memphis; Mrs. Charles
P. Roland, Miss Joan Williams, Mrs. Rio Rita Jackson
and Mrs. Janice D. Pettis.

Mrs. Katie McGuire is the
president and Mrs. DeIcenia
Lawshe is the reporter.
What! You haven't discovered Smirnoff with orange juice,
with tomato juice, with 7-Up® in the Smirnoff Mule? Try a
delicious Smirnoff drink. See what you've been missing.

Negro Role In
'embers Map Program Society Viewed

Array Of Talent TO'DAC A
AppearAtLeMoy ,held

Members of the DAC club Following the business distheir regular meeting on eussien, a tasty repast was
'Wednesday night Feb 16 at 'served by the hostess.
Memphians are beginning to ly as Mingo in "Porgy and,the home of Mrs.
William' Mrs. Mattie Johnson is prestalk about the Broadway There!Bess;' Wanza King, a baritone'Reeves of 1044 Randle at.
lideet of the club, Mrs. Bessie
trical Extravaganza (the best who was a regular member o
1Young, secretary, and Mrs. Lotc discussion aof Broadway), a star-studded'Arthur Godfrey's
Mariner's bout the charitable work the tie Dade, reporter.
Quartet;
Leonard
Hayward,club will engage in during the
attraction scheduled to be prebass, who narrated James Welthe year, and what gifts will
sented on the Bruce Hall stage don
Johnson's "God's Trom- be made to
institutions.
on the night of March 1.
bones" with the Houston Symphony, and Benjamin Gray, pia- Plans were made for a Hobo , Save an old handbag to make
Bringing the show to Memphis is the nationally-known nist who has appeared with the party to be given on the lawn a first aid, sewing or whatnot
tenor, Clyde Turner, who hasi Detroit Symphony and appeared of Mrs. Reaves on Saturday, kit to pack in car trunk for
June 25.
emergencies.
had prominent roles in "Car- in several recitals.
men Jones," "Finian's Rainbow.- "Show Boat- and Irving
Berlin's production of "This Ts'
the Army.",,

Household Tip

CARBONI)XLE, Ill --- The
Federation of American Negroes is sponsoring a lecture
and discussion. It will be held
on Sunday, February 20, at 6
P.M. at the Jackson County
Housing Office, 207 N. Marion
St. here.
Albert Ross, president, will
speak on the topic "The Negroes' Role In Society."
Refreshments will be served
and the public is invited. Walter E. Neal is secretary.

Presenting the talented array
of performers to Memphians is
the LeMoyne College Alumni
Club, headed by Elmer L. Hen-i
derson Tickets to the production may be purchased from various alumni and at the college'
business office.

Chapter Sponsors
A Fashion Show
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Meml*rs of the Climax Chapter No. 71 Order of the Eastern
Star presented their annual tea
and fashionette at Flora's Reception room last Sunday afternoon.

It leaves you breathless°
MRS. HELEN NUNN
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HEUREIN MARTEINIO, COSO

SUMMER AVE.

Everyone Can Afford The
Beautiful

1966 FORD

MUSTANG
CHARGE YOUR
DOWN PA YMENT

$67 Down

$67 Month

Lome in Imlay. and Test Drive the "Quiet" "Ones"
Register For

30 FREE

Featured models were Mrs.
Judia Eiland and Miss Marsha
Chandler.
Mrs. Julia Pleas was general
chairman. Mrs. Elizabeth Russell is worthy matron.

•
/flirt?
40DKA

Invites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks, Truck Drivers,
Farmers, Domestic Workers

Actually, the show is a variety
program patterned in the manner of a popular TV production.
Featured with Mr. Turner
are Geraldine Overstreet, a dramatic soprano who has appear-i
ed in concerts in this country
and abroad; Lorice Stevens, another talented soprano who has
appeared on stages throughout
America; Cleo Quitman. a soprano and creative dancer of,
note who is to appear soon on
the Harry Belafonte Television
Special; Donald Coleman, a ;opnotch tenor who scored rec nt-

Always ask for

Expense Paid Vacations -For Two
To Hawaii For 7 Days

S.

2450 SUMMER AVE.

458-1151

.4666
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Floral Club Observes
Its 37th Anniversary
A program and reception eelebrating the thirty-seventh anniversary of the Community
Floral Club were held on Tuesday night, Feb. 15, in the home
of Rev. and Mrs. Sherman Miller of 1089 Chicago Ave.

TEACHER HONORED — A party honoring Edward Driver,
sixth grade teacher at Merrill Elementary school on his
resignation from the school system to accept a training position with the Federal Government, was held recently in
the home of the principal, Mrs. S. C. Bartholomew of 1993
S. Parkway east. Seated from left are Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Hoskins, Mrs. Delores M. Bins, Mrs. Mary P. Kelly, Mr.
Driver, the honoree holding gift, and his wife, Mrs. Driver;

Mrs. Elizabeth Lambert. Miss Lillie McCray and Miss
Sarah M. Smith. Standing, same order, are M. and Mrs.
Caffrey Bartholomew, William Lambert, Howard Bins, Mrs.
Mamie Jones, Miss Josephine Watkins. Mrs. Ossie A. Tolbert, Mrs. Kathleen Aldridge and Lester Morris. Honoring
the teacher were members of the Merrill faculty and their
escorts. (Withers Photo)
•••••

Alpha Pi Chi
Plans Benefit

What's New?

PARK AVE. FURNITURE
2506 PARK AVE.
FA 7-3607

Clearance Cash & Carry Sale
NEW

WAS

The title of the affair will be
"Evening Enchantment," and
some of the most outstanding
models in the Mid-South will be
seen in three scenes of fashions.

NOW

$22.95 — S1995

2 Step End Tables; Coffee

Before enjoying the tasty
food, sorors made plans for
their annual Charity Show to
be held at the Hotel Claridge
on Sunday night, April 10 at 8.

Zetas Name Contestants
For Annual Blue Revue

The table of the dining room
was centered with a large cake
with 37 candles. The menu included turkey and all the trimmings. Punch was served by
Mrs. Price.

An essay was read by Mat•'
thew Davis, III, a senior at
Manassas High School, and remarks given by Rev. Miller and For sleepy heads, there's a
Mrs. Inez Bouldin, president of new thermos ensemble which
can be filled with coffee and
the City Beautiful Club.
Juice at night and placed by
A duet, "Give Them The the bedside for morning use.
Roses," was sung by Mrs. Lot- The bottles come in decorator
tie Bigham and Mrs. Lucille colors with matching mugS and
Price, accompanied at the a compartmented tray.

Mrs. Daisy McQuiller entertained members of the Alpha
Beta chapter of Alpha Pi Chi
sorority during a brunch at her
home at 7870 Merchant at.

At any rate, we'll be expecting you — all
of you — to spend a never-to-be forgotten
evening with the lovely Living Ads, Billboard girls and Cigarette girls who will
highlight the JUGS 12th annual Charity
Ball. Subscriptions are going fast, do you
have yours? See any member of the club
today.

WOOLWORTH'S

A short business session was
presided over by Mrs. Lottie
Bigham, chairman of the Program Committee, before Mrs.
Mary Matthews was introduced
Guests included Mrs. Ester
as mistress of ceremonies ler
Chambers,
Mrs. Rosetta 0.
the program.
Jackson, Matthew Davis,
Mrs. I:•.kie Walker led off and Mrs. Miriene B. Hall.
with "Dr. Watts," before
prayer was given by Mrs.
Other members present yere
Ethel Williamson, chairman of Mrs. Mattie Moore, Mrs. Clovis
the Sick Committee for 37
H. Gibson, Mrs. Melissa Finyears.
ley, Mrs. Lou Ada Montgomery,
Also on the program were W. Mrs. Mayola Toliver and yrs.
L. Blue, who read Psalm 121; Mae Bell Burdett.
Mrs. Linnic Dixon,
who dedicated a poem, "My
The club's next meeting
Neighbor," to the president, be held in the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Minnie Exam, who wis ill
Toliver at 1276 Breedlove on
and unable to be present: and
Mrs. Rosa King, who real a Tuesday, March 1.
Poem, "Month's Colors."

Fashion Show

WERE YOU THERE LAST YEAR??? — If
you missed die J-U-G-S Annual Charity Ball
last year, you missed a treat! if you miss it
Remember — Friday
THLS year
night, March 4th in the Continental Ballroom of the Sheraton-Peabody. "Art A-GoGo" and the swinging music -Of Willie Mitchel's Band will probably send those pictured (Guess who they are?) to the Skyway.

piano by Mrs. Miriene Hall.
Mrs. Millie J. Alexander was
given a present for serving during the illness of the president.

Used Refrigerator, 90 Day Guar.. ... $79.95

$5500

2 Pc. Rose Beige, Lir. Rm. Suite..$139.95 —

$ 10000

7 Pc. Turquoise With Leaf

s65"

$89.95 —

5 Pc. Formica Teak Wal. Rd. Table. $19.95 —
9x12 Lin. Reinforce Base

Mrs. Thelma Davidson is
president of the chapter, Mrs.
Susie Hightower general chairman, and Mrs. Lucille Gist reporter.

ALUMINUM COOKWARE
99
Start now to encoy no-stick
cooking.no-scoitr cleaning.
Set includes 1 qt. and 2 qt,

covered pans, 5 qt. covered dutch oven, 10" skillet,
nylon spoon and spatula,

S 5500

set

Turquoise-Nilon Frize Recliner

$12.95 — S6
"
$ 500
S49.95 —

tIOMIROMPRM YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT

Beautiful Mellon Color
Living Room Chair

$39.95 —

WOOLWORTH'S

S24
"

Plenty Used Items To Go Cheap

Sigmas Here For One-Day Session

STRAIGHT KENTUCKY BOURBON WHISKY SI NOV • o ARCOT AGE DISTILLING COMPANY, FIANKFORT, KEIrIVOIV.

The members of Alpha Omi- was, "A New Look At Sigma Jacqueline Johnson, a member
cron and Omicron Sigma chap- And Its Structure On The Local, lof the LeMoyne chapter of Sigters of Sigma Gamma Rho Regional And National Levels." ma Gamma Sorority. Mrs. AlMrs. Rosetta Peterson is sorority were host to the state The regional director, Mrs. berta Jamison of Dyer, TenMiss Marjean Goodman, a
the organization on Velma L. Mark of Birmingham, nessee presided throughout the
senior at Melrose High school, chairman of the Blue Revue, meeting of
Saturday, February 5. Mem- Alabama, arrived here early to day.
is among the contestants who Mrs. Annie Naylor publicity bers of the organization were lend her support to the sorors
will participate in the Blue chairman, and Mrs. Earline out in large numbers from va- of Tennessee.
Mrs. Clara D. Hewitt of Nu
Revue presented in Carver Somerville is president of the rious cities in Tennessee for
Chapter in Jackson, TennesseeHigh school's auditorium on chapter.
the one-day session held at the Greetings were extended by Regional Campus Coordinator,
Friday night, March 11.
Mrs. Ethel Watkins, basileus talked with members who are
Sigma House on Saxon.
The contest is being sponsor4
The theme of the meeting of Omicron Sigma and Miss in charge of campus chapters.
ed by the Alpha Eta Zeta chapter of Zeta Phi Beta sorority.

As

ma
•

•s.

Miss Goodman is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V. R.
Goodman of 2072 Warren St.
She is a member of the Teen
Town Singers. the Melrose
High school glee club and immediate test president of the
Elliston Heights Junior Civic
club.
Her sponsor for the Blue Revue is Miss Erma Clanton.
Others scheduled to participate in the Blue Revue are
Miss LaVerne Hill, Paulette
Gordon, Mary Margaret Holley and Marie McDonald. PhaIon Jones and James Alexander are the male contestants.

"IT'S THE BEST"
OPEN
THRU SUNDAY
FEB. 27, 1966

MARJEAN GOODMAN

Tues., Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat. Niles p.m.
Sat. Mat. 1:30 p.m. Sun. I and 4:30 p.m.

GENERAL
HOME SERVICE

Present;og
RONNIE ROBERTSON
Worlds Grote's, Sitcrter
WITH AN ALL STAR
CAST
WHAT THE CRITICS SAYt
"A GREAT DAZZLING
SHOW"

N.Y. Herald.Triburis

"NEST LAVISH. ENTERTAINING SHOW IN A
N.Y. Times
LONG TIME"

.111••••11110.110•••••••••••••••••••••

PHONE
RESERVATIONS
274-7400-274-5551

PLENTY CHOICE SEATS
STILL AVAILARLE FOR
ALL PERFORMANCES

"A TOUCH OF ZIEGIOIELD"
Walter Wincne'l
"ONE OF THE REST
SHOWS IN YEARS"
N.Y. Journal American
"COLOR COMEDY SKILL"
Los Angeles Time,

TUES. SHOW BENEFIT
LES PASSEES
CENTER

'a

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

•
•
•
a

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL MARCH 15,1966

us

FLOOR MODELS REDUCED

100"

UP 10 36 MONTHS TO PAY NO MONEY DOWN
a

12101 GETWILL ! Open Niles 'Ti! 9 1 4556 SUMMER
Phan. FA 3-117112 BIG LOCATIONSIMIone MU 2-4611

MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
Fine Ottie;-; . . .U olisoissw. Goldsmith's, Dtswattawa sad Oak Caveat Claridge Nebel. Lawaesttahre
Past and Sears. Mail Orders Still Accepted fir week end perform...mg, 8.114 check, silt addroseed
stamped en,elape.
ci

Vo

Enjoy America's LargestSelling 6 Year Old
Kentucky Bourbon...available in
a complete range of sizes!
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Sports Horizon
The home court advantage ble next week at Tuskegee, it
has been utilized by the Le-'promises to be one of the wildMcyne College's Mad Magicians est finishes in the 17-team cirto compile an enviable 7-2 rec- cult's long history. The reason
ord at home, the final victory'being that no single team has
coming in an exciting 113-10.3 ,established itself as a clear cut ,
in over Miles of Birmingham,
Ala., last week. The homecom-',favorite. Bethune-Cookman, one
ing victory wasn't by any of the two teams to defeat Lestretch of the imagination, an Moyne at Bruce Hall, (Southern
easy one. The Magicians were U. was the other quintet) was
down by 14 at the ball.
hot before Florida A and M coolthem off recently. Fort Valed
In the final home struggle ley (Georgia) and Clark have
James Sandridge showed Lebeen going great with Alabama
Moyne partisans why he is one State a late bloomer.
of the most feared campaigners
An the Southern Intercollegiate When Bethune was here recAthletic Conference as he led ently 1^ play I eMoyne, the St.
the Purple Waves' uphill battle Louis Hawks sent Daryl May to
with a sizzling 42 points. Sand- scout B.C.'s 6-10 center, William
ridge has shown a marked im• Fuller. May, working out of the
piovement this season on his Hawks' local office, said that
driving to go with his fine jump- general manager Marty Blake
had a file on every prospect
er from the floor,
in
the country. Fuller scored
Following the scrappy Le- only 11 points against LeMoyne
11/4loyne captain in the scoring but- spent most of the night
were Bobby Todd with 19. Wil- batting away shot attempts scorliam Hayes and Leon Mitchell ed by the Magicians.
each gathering 17. Freshmen
James Taylor has done a good HORNETS WIN THRILLER
job in the rebounding depart- After dissipating an 11-point
meat since taking over for.lead in the final three minutes,
George Fed who dropped out of Owen college roared back in
sohool after the first semester. overtime to edge Arkansas BapTaylor grabbed 18 rebounds the tist College 80-78 last Satursame number as Hayes, another da y night in Bruce Hall on the
Magician yearling.LeMoyne College campus.
The visitors, who won an The score was 72 all after
earlier game in the Magic City, Baptist rallied from an 81-70
had three players to burn the deficit to knot the count. With
cords for more than 20 points. 11 seconds remaining, Walter
Getting 24 each were sharp- Robinson batted in a two-pointer
shooting Freddie Tinsley aid to win it for Owens. Virgil
Norman Floyd. Johnny Byas hit Watkins continues t o pace
for 22 with two other teammates Owens scorers, netting 27. Le- Thurman Thomas and Don roy Watson gave support with
McCullon, bucketing 10 each.
16. Robert McCarrell led Arkansas' charge with 26 points.
ROUGH ROAD AHEAD
great
sucLeMoyne has had
MUNI STAR WATCHED
cess with its freshmen dominated team, but with Fed out of When Richard Jones took the
the lineup the Mad Lads will floor against Minnesota last
have to go with a completely Saturday night he continued his
inexperienced frontline in the fine play against Big Ten rivals.
scoring 18 points to help Ilconference tourney,
linois chalk up a 100-81 triumph
In the annual S I A.C. scram- over the Gophers. Don Free-

SIGNING WITH

CHAMPS — Four homegrown prep school football standouts signed
up recently to play collegiate football with
the 1965 NCAA Mid-Eastern Regional cochampions Tenn. State university. From left
are assistant head football coach Joe Gilliam with Pearl High school's Marvin
Rhode, six-foot-two quarterback and safety; Marvin Williams, six-foot-four, 220
pound guard and tackle; and Walter Fisher,

HIGHEST PAID PLAYER

KISS FOR 'MISS HOMECOMING' — The
pleasant task of selecting LeMoyne's 'Miss
Homecoming' belongs to the college's basket ball squad and last week the scrapping
Magicians chose Miss
. Lora Ann Greene, a

junior, of 951 Neptune to wear the title this
year. Kissing her after coronation ceremonies is her constant admirer, James
Sandridge, a junior and captain of the
squad.

man's 37 tallies took scoring 1
honors.
Two carloads of Memphians, Magicians
including Jones' girl friend,
watched the former Lester ace
put on another sterling performance.

End Season

With A 13-11 Record

BETTER BUY AT

HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT

Pre-Selected Used Car Bargains
Why buy someone's headache when you can buy one of these almost new cars
at FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS' Th•.• are all one-owner cars and still covered
under factory worronty.

*65 MUSTANG
4-tn-th•.floor, loaded with 'soros. S2095
Notes $47.47 Per Mo.

six-foot-five, 210 pound end. Not shown, but
in the l'SL camp, is six-foot-five, 210 pound
Jack Hollis, who plays offensive tackle and
defensive (lid. During the past season, TSU
posted a 9-0-1 season that won Coach John
A. Merritt the "Coact' of the Year" honors.
The team was named national champions
by both the Atlanta 100% Wrong club and
the Pittsburgh Courier. (Clanton Ill Photo)

LeMoyne College's Magicians
won more contests than they
lost during their r,2gular 24game schedule which ended last
.week. They tacked up a 13-11
overall second and showed sight
wins against six losses in South
them Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference competition.

Moyne charges faired better at
home than they did on the
road. They won 10 and lost only
two on the Bruce Hall court
while winning only three and
dropping nine on foreign soil.
In conference play, they won
six at home and lost one, but on
the road the best they could do
was win two while losing five.

All Heavies

Willie Mays Nixes
Teamsters Union

Cofeatured eight-rounders will
top a card of seven heavyweight fights at Madison Square
March 4.
"I know I have a chance to Garden
-I think I can negotiate betsome records," Mays Buster Mathis of Grand Rapter for myself than anyone elsiH break
can," Mays said when asked 1 said. "But I really don't think ids, Mich., with a 7-0 record
about plans of the Teamsters about them until I am pretty that includes four knockouts,
to unionize the players.
goes against Jerry Quarry of
close.'
Angeles, who is 14-0-1 with
Los
This seemed to figure, as
Mays, who has collected aboot
Mays has signed a two-year $10500 a season for the past eight KO's. Mathis won the
Olympic trials in 1964 and
contract estimated at $130.00
per season with the San Fran- two years, crashed 52 home runs Quarry was a National AAU
in 1965 for his own career high,and Golden Gloves champ.
cisco Giants.

en route to the National League The other feature pits Joe
His paycheck presumably will
Most Valuable Player of the Frazier of Philadelphia, the
come to about $5,000 more p,n•I
Year Award. He drove in 112 1964 Olyinpic champion with a
year than what the Boston Red'
runs,, the seventh straight time 5-0 pro record, all knockouts,
Sox gave Hall of Famer red that
he has whacked in 100 or against Dick Wipperman of
Williams when the latter drew
more during a season, and Buffalo, who is 30-5-1 with 14
down an approximate $125,000
knockouts. ,
batted .317.
a season.
Mays, who will be 35 nn May i
6, is the first Giant to receive
a two-year pact since the club
moved to the west coast from
New York at the end of 1957.

The LeMoynites put On a glorious finish before a homecomHe enters the 1966 season just
ing crowd in Bruce Hall on One of the home victories
Tuesday night, Feb. 15. by was by %inure of a forfeit, the 130 blows away from becoming
coming from behind to defeat result of SIAC member Tuske- I the second greatest home run
hitter of all time. With a career
Miles from 'Birmingham, 113- gee failing to show
here be- 'total of 505, he is closing in on
103, and then went up Fisk at
'Jimmy Foxx, who stands secNashville for the finale on cause of icy highways.
ond with 534 and Williams, who
Friday night and lost, 102-96.
Two other LeMoyne home
is in third spot at 521.
LeMoyne
captain,
junior victories were the results o f
Mays needs seven more to
guard James Sandridge, put on wins over the LeMoyne Alumni
a spectacular finish before the and the Peeples University Shop pass Mel Ott of the New York
Giants, who is the National
homecoming crowd by shoring
five, a strong recreation league League champ and fourth on
42 points.
combine composed of former the all-time list. Babe Ruth
Coach Jerry Johnson's Le- Memphis State stars.
leads the pack with 714.

'65 Galas,. 500
2-door hardtop. 352 V -I3, Cruts•-o-lotstle
& power. $2195.
Notes $50.13 Per Mo.

reP

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

MOST NW I USED TRUCKS
MOST ANYWHERE IN U.S.A.!
etr

80/N'To
. The Home ot

At Garden

tO7
S:7-44;1
.'9$9 So to Oleg
!
,
"0.4.11

.

Tick-tock...tick-tock...

the Bourbon that
dicta watch the clock!

New Thunderbtrd Town Landau
'65 Falcon
door, radio 8. heater. $149.5
Notes $34.20 PI, MC..

'65 Golasie 500
Automottc, power & a,. $2295
Not•s $51.46 Per Mo.

Fatrlane 500 Hardtop (Fatrlanis CT Hardtop shown on pg. 2)
'65 LTD
Fully equipped, power & factory or. 5,249.5
Notes $56.77 Per Mo.

'65 Fairlone 500
2-door hordtop. Many extras. $I'
9,̀
Notes $44.15 Per Mo.

1963 CADILLAC

OLD
CHARTER

New
Factory Air, Like
Power,
Full
Sedan DeVille
One Owner
1964 CADILLAC
Power, Factory Air,
Full
DeVille Sedan
Air, Extra Nice
1961 CADILLAC
Power, Factory
Full
Fleetwood
1962 CADIILLAC

CADILLAC you
a
buy
MOTORS,
going to
SOUTHERN
If you are
at
to. buy
new car
are better off
here for a
trade
who
INC. People
Buysl
leave the Best

years
old

1964 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille Full Power, Factory Air, Like New

It only take a minute to get a better deal

Nobody walks away
CHARGE YOUR DOWN PAYMENT — Trade ins accepted

HERFF FORD
2450 Summer

Phone 458-1151
'If You Oualtly

tr.

35

OTHER CARS TO CHOOSE FROM, ALL MAKES

& MODELS, CLEAN, IN GOOD MECHANICAL
CONDITION. MOST OF THEM ARE ONE OWNER.

SouTHERN

Its no

oil

Factory
p

MOTORS, INC.

werrffolty ausiinble ONLY
front your Cnchiloo denr•
341 Usise--.1A 41307 or JA 74110
Op.. boolois
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY.

9

PROOF • 'rr 1065, OLD CHARTER DIST. CO, LOUISVILLE, KY.

Ass
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Trenton News

Folks Coos

CHURCH ACTIVITIES
church.
Miss Maxine Harris was the visirroas
guest speaker at a recent Miss Lithe M. Payne is here

A Lug Way
To Deal

Young People's meeting at from Detroit to visit her moMartin Tabernacle CME church. ther, Mrs. Mary H. Payne, and
All-Choir Day was observed her brother, Sam Payne.
at First Baptist church.
James 1'. Adams is here from
A Felowship program was Wilmington. Del., visiting his
held last Sunday at the Martin parents and friends for a few
Tabernacle, and all churches in weeks.
the area were invited to send GENERAL NEWS
participants.
The home of Mrs. Littie
Mrs. Gradie K. Sinclair as Carnes on E. Huntingdon st.
chairman_ of the program, Mrs. was badly damaged by fire reBertha Burns chairman of the cently.
finance committee and Mrs. Mrs. Oliver Johnson %%as adLouise Carnes secretary. Rev. mitted to Madison County hosL. Johnson is pastor of the pital Feb. 5.

Witt

PRYOR
OLDSMOBILE
Now
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F-85 Oldsmobiles
Sterna, At

$2151

MEMPHIS* LARGEST FOOD STORES

Deifyery

EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)

E4PruC
Aikr
h4„
86 PROOF (

TOROP1ADC)S

NEW

CAR

TRADE-INS

'
63 ict, mire$eke.
1095 '62 185 $995
3-d.r Dodge
Club Cowpsd eyl., are**
'62
185 $1095
Gemoullbla, automatic, mile
$395
firensnoise red vitt '57 Ford
tiep.
user, V4
1611,S.

d.

artemetir., redid
sod berater, red arid wbete.

MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
This Selection of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help
Make Things Easy For Mothers Who Hove
Childien In School — Shop Montesi Today

LIGHT CRUST

SWIFT'S

FLOUR

SPAGHETTI

'65
Conga. $1695
$995
Corsair,
Male* '60 Olds
elk*. SASS PAN.
44ser 'W', tsR
defeer MOMS,

power awd

11.f.

'64
Olds $2395
'V" Tours Sods., full power '63 Olds
$1695
sod air,
'63
Olds $1995
Dysarnic "W' • powwow
wales, full pewee and air,

'64 Rant. $1145
Classic, 34•.r medals, radio
hoofer aid waits-walls.

'64 Oldsseveral$1895
he &nese
N 4-door,

from.

,rrM

'60
Pont. $795
44•er letlas, automatic, pew
or stewing, WM* after dark
Wee.

'65 Olds $2895
power

,"
'
s'tili
muring44
riser baranite 1actory mr. r choose 'from.

MEATBALLS

4

Holklay Lodes, low
mileage, we owerm.

OrNaff04

'63 Ford $995
Petrie** 24r sodas, radio

•.?

beater. "bite tiros.

YEAR OLD
KENTUCKY TAVERN
IS AN OLD SMOOTHIE

'61 Olds $1095
air.

44rpor sodas, power and

'64 F-85 $1595
Dolan ardwer, V4 f•dery

2 31
For

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

RICELAND

RICE

Plump Tender Grains

The rule is that straight Bourbon must be aged 2 years. Many
Bourbons settle for 4 years. Some for 6. &it Kentucky
Tavern holds eat for 8 full years. When Bourbon flavor is at
its peak. In fact we think 8 year old Kentucky Tavern is
the only Bourbon old enough—and smooth enough to drink.
t196S

PUREX

FRED MONTESI

KRESS
FESTIVALOFVALUES(111
SWEEPSTAKES

1111FRE) MONIESI

nog

FREE 1,210 PRIZES!
AV

4111111/4111111111W

$5.00 odditionnl purchasts, •scluding
value, of coupon merchandis• (l-,.sh milk products and
tobacco aloe socludod in compiianc• with state law).
Ort• coupon per cult.— er. Coupon •spirrts Midnight,
W•cfrl•sdaY, March 2nd.
With c•upon and

STARK 1ST
Chunk-Light Meat

29

1st PRIZE

2
IT!

LIBBY'S
PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT

DRINK
46 Oz Can

••••,.k,

-‘3>

3 LIMIT ,

1966 FORD FALCON
MIURA WAGON

4 LIMIT

with "Magic Doorgate"
=mai

SECOND PRIZE

2 THIRD PRIZES

Yamaha Omaha
Trailmaster 80

KitchenAid
Portable Dishwashers

2 49c
For

Cr3
Cr,
"T1
FOURTH PRIZE
G.E. Color
Portable TV

8 FIFTH PRIZES
Titan Pool Tables

95 SIXTH PRIZES 35 SEVENTH PRIZES

by Standard Plastics

Natif De France
Perfumes

Lionel Electric
Train Sets

TISSUE
Roll

3%0
Pkg.

Cm,
CD

With coupon and $5.00 additional purckesii, ontcluding
value of coupon m•rchandis• (fresh milk products end
tobacco also •scluded in compliance with states law).
On• coupon per customer. Coupon rrapiries Midnight,
Wedn•sday, March 211d.

669
50 EIGHTH PRIZES 50 NINTH PRIZES 98 TENTH PRIZES ELEVENTH PRIZES
Regal Poly-Perk
Elec. Percolators

Fanon 2-Station
Intercoms

Park Lane Hostess
Elec. Trays

Folding Opera Glasses

The last 200 winners will receive a gift
package from one of these sponsoring famous brands.

200 MORE PRIZES
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FREE ENTRY BLANKS

Polon.
koesord
MA.
1114.••s.
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IN THIS STORE

BOW Q.sIIty for LaS it boss with Mom lack Guarantee

KliESS

Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Tues.; Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30

9 NO. MAIN STREET

BLUE PLATE

BLUE PLATE
BAR-B-Q

SAUCE

Douglass Observes
Brotherhood Week
A program celehrating
"An Evening 3 Song" was
now attains only in North Caropresented in the Foote Homes Brotherhood Week W iS held hi
lint, South Carolina, West Virauditorium on last Sunday the auditorium of Douglass High
ginia, and Virginia, states cov- evening, and was sponsored by
Wednesday morning,
ered by the Fourth Circuit the Foote and Cleaborn Homes School on
-Feb. 23, with three local ieCourt cf Appeals, it should ac- chorus.
c..lerate long o,,erdue changes
ligious leaders participating o in
in the legal management of al- Guests included the United a symposium.
•
coholism thioughout the na- Singing Union choir, the ProJarfles
gressive
Rabbi
Echoes,
included
the
ProgresGuests
tion."
sive Male chorus, and the Re- A. Wax, Temple Israel; Rev.
Preliminary planning for a The precedent-setting decision deemeretts.
James M. Lawson, Jr., pastrr
hoped-for "general application" came in a case brought by Joe Mrs. Roberta Young
and Mrs. of Centenary Methodist Church,
of the ruling is under way, Ben b. Driver of Durham, N.C., who Ida Horton
were co-chairmen and Father Earnest of Christian
Liebermann, director of the has been convicted of public of
the program. Mrs. Mattie Brothers College.
division C. alcoholism, Tenn. drunkeness more than 200 times
Todd is president of the
Melvin Conley is principal of
Department of Mental Health, and thus has spent two-thirds of
chorus.
school.
the
said recently. .1
his life in jail.
The decision states that the
"While the ruling prohibits
sentence imposed on him conarrests for public intoxication, it
stituted "cruel and unusual punshould be emphasized that the
ishment" in that public drunk
alcoholic is still to be held reeness is classified as involun ,
sponsible for any criminal acts
tary, therefore not criminal,
he may commit," Liebermann
the drinker is an alcoholic.
pointed out, "and he may be
"If we are to meet pressin_
detained for medical treatneeds in the field of alcoholism,
ment."
we're going to have to put more
"It marks a milestone in the money into an expanded pro- •
alcoholism field and although it gram," Liebermann added.
The Jan. 22 ruling of the U.S.
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
bolding that a chionic alcoholic
suffers a sickness and cannot
be prosecuted fur public drunkeness is under study at Nashville for possible realignment of
procedures in state and statesupported alcoholic units.

OPERATION TELETHON — A telethon operated by Nashville alumni of Fisk University and using telephones to so.
licit centennial campaign funds — $53,105 — from alumni
and former students all over the United States was a major
feature in progress officially opening Fisk's Centennial
Year Celebration. W. Dickerson Donnelly, alumni secre-

said the telethon, a month in preparation, has been
tremendously successful, and that checks in amounts up to
$500 have been arriving daily. Nashville graduates of Fisk
used 50 phones to contact alumni as far away as San Francisco in the day-long effort.

Behind every great drink there
is a great whiskey.
Seagram's 7 Crown
The Sure One.

Melrose Honor Society Inducts 13 Students
Thirteen students were in- juniors and two seniors.
ducted into the Melrose chapter
Following a processional of
of the National Honor Society the prospective members, talks
during a ceremony held in the on the cardinal principles of the
school auditorium on Friday, organization were given by
Feb. ii. The group included 11 Sandra Hamilton, George Whit-

ney, Beverly Plummer and , Metcalf.
Sammie yletcher.
The featured speaker for the
After the inductees were canservice was Mrs. L. G. Smith.
onized, the challenge was accepted verbally by Terry Addi- William Stanback, a student at
son, Jr., and musically by Daisy Christian Brothers College, who John Matthew Gray, a re- Miss Barbara Taylor, Miss
is a graduate of Melrose and a nowned orator from Brooklyn, Doris Williams, Miss Miriam ,
former member of its National N.Y., recently participated in Gray, Mrs. Catherine Cox, Johnl
Honor Society Chaptcr, made the annual family soiree of his Hirsch, Mrs. Fannie Brazzle,
remarks concerning new oppor- paternal line, and held the,Miss Linnie M. Settles, Claraudience's attention as he elo- ence Gray, Mrs. Marie Taylor,
tunities.
'quently recited several poems Charles Beloate and Mrs. Hilda
Certificates were presented to for the honoree,
Mrs. Sallie R. Massey.
the new members by the princi- Beloate of Brunswick.
Tenn.
pal, Floyd M. Campbell.
The soiree was held at the
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
The members are Jacquelyn home of Mrs. Beloate, and
the
Smith, Beverly Joyner, Brenda,audience included more than 50
SCHOOL ITEMS
Sanford, Collins Conley, Daisy members of the fa/411y and
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
Metcalf, Judy Nevilles, Terry friends of Mr. Gray who came
Addison, Joanna Gurley, Gennie to participate in the annual fesSims, Arletta Winfield, Shirley tivities.
Stokes. Eddie Waller and Mar- Among the poems
which Mr.
garet Turner.
Gray recited were "For My
Teacher sponsors of the chap People," by Margaret Walker;
ter are Cecil Goodlow, Mrs and"A Black Woman Speaks,"
Mary Collier, Mrs. Gladys by Beaulah Richardson. The
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee Sharp„ Mrs. Lytia McKinney poems a song and prayers were
part of the entertainment given
and Mrs. Minnie Echois.
— while the guests dined.
Following the dinner, Mrs.
Beloate was showered with
malty gifts.
Among those present were
Prof. W. I. Trotter, Prof. E.
Teague, Prof. I. Emmery, Prof.
S. C. Harris, Mrs. Julia Edwards, Mrs. peneva Gray, Mrs.
Alice Smith, Obediah Gray,
SALE: LOOKING FOR
Edward Gray, Mrs. Beatrice RUMMAGE
a
bargain.
Ir.expensive
clothing,
Deener, Mr. and Mrs. Jarrett guitar. household items and many others. Sat. Feb. 26, 1966 2294 MonShaw and Rev. and Mrs. George roe Ave.
Harris.
SPINET STYLED PIANO
Also Charlie Cleaves and chilLIKE NEW $165.041
WILL DELIVER
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso
PHONE 276-4094
Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Gray and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Matthew Gray and children;
PEST
'
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toot as he gives personal
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Bring the Crippled and Inralid. A Nurse still provide a Stretcher or
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SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO. N.Y.C. BLENDED IVIiiSKEY, 86 PROOF. 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPTRITS.
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SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEI
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The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
Thursday of each week at the following location
ALLXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
525-9356
ADALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
323-3749
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
948-8041
Free Delivery 7 Days
6 a.m. - 11 p.m.
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO' SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
525-1366
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Rood
398-3984
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Fireston•
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324-9322
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
276-5051
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McL•more
948-9100
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.

JIFFY SUNDRY

2509 Park Ave.
452-3180
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
KLONDYKE SUNCRY
1293 Vollentine

272-3112
KANSAS ST. SUNDRY
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverage
946-2511
LOUIS GROCERY
255 S. Parkway E.
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
526-3682

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
525-9286

SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
397-9274
SUBURBIAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore

948-4576
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 525-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Flordia
948-7453
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
942-1747
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance

NEWS MART
10 N. Main
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712

TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.
323-5630
WELLINGTON SUNDRY'
WADLINGON
251 E. McLemore
948-0374

PRESCOTT DRUG'
1430 S. B•Ilevue
942-1582

WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
948-7943

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
327-5497

WORLD NEWS CO.
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920

